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AT MY DESK

Who shares the risk?

A

S the fallout continues from the
late-season farmgate milk price
cut by Murray Goulburn and
Fonterra in May, the question of who
bears the risk when things go sour
has been much debated.
As I discussed in the last issue,
dairyfarmers are in a weak position
when trying to bargain for a better
price because they run the risk that
the highly perishable product they
produce will not be collected.
Dairyfarmers have little recourse
when a processor takes an action that
affects them adversely.
The need for better sharing of the
risk along the processing chain is vital
because dairy farm businesses – the
vast majority of which are owned by
families – invest for the long term.
But that aspect of who bears or
shares the risk also applies down
the line to those employed in dairy
farm businesses or operating as
sharefarmers.
Sharefarming is strongly established in the dairy industry as a way
for people to get a start and build
their way to ownership – either of
assets such as their herd or machinery right through to full farm ownership.
The milk price cut has hit sharefarmers hard. Most are starting out
and don’t have the same asset backing
as farm owners, so are more stretched
in being able to access ﬁnance to help
them through the cut.
Many don’t have the reserves
more established farmers have – both
physical (such as stored feed) and
ﬁnancial. And, most had to try to absorb the price cut as best they could
as their agreements state they simply
get a share of the milk cheque.
So it was interesting to read the
story on page 24 of this edition about
a different approach by a corporate
farming group to their Tasmanian
sharefarmers.
The Sustainable Agriculture Fund
(SAF) is an unlisted investment fund.
It owns and operates farms in the
cropping, beef and dairy sectors in
New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. The assets are owned and operated by AgCAP, as trustee for SAF.
This includes four dairy farms in
Tasmania that have sharefarmers.
But AgCAP’s sharefarming arrangements are different from the industry
standard – the sharefarmers’ incomes

‘But AgCAP’s
sharefarming
arrangements are
diﬀerent from the
industry standard – the
sharefarmers’ incomes
are set at a guaranteed
price for milk solids
irrespecve of what the
processor pays.’
are set at a guaranteed price for
milk solids irrespective of what the
processor pays. Fluctuations in milk
price are absorbed by the investors,
who can balance their returns across
the range of commodities within the
group.
This means that the sharefarmer’s
income is not affected by a change in
milk price.
AgCAP’s livestock manager Wolﬁe
Wagner, who manages the Tasmanian farms, says when something
like the May milk price cut occurs,
sharefarmers “face the risk of going
broke” because most have few assets.
The beneﬁt for AgCAP is a stable
workforce.
It’s an interesting approach and one
that goes to the core of the question
around risk.
D
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Key points

Leading the way in global innovaon
✔ The broader boom in innovaon
✔ Greater eﬃciency challenges
✔ Improving in all aspects of
farming

A

USTRALIA is a world leader in
agricultural innovation.
Our farmers, supported by researchers, industry groups and other
stakeholders, remain at the global
forefront of the invention and adoption of technologies.
This enthusiasm for change and innovation has helped Australian dairy
farming remain globally competitive.
Technological advances in the dairy
sector are a part of the broader boom
in innovation across the Australian
economy.
New technologies will support farm
businesses to tackle heightened competition, growing resource scarcity,
and other productivity challenges.
The dairy industry must make the
most of the innovation boom in order
to support productivity growth and to
maintain its competitiveness.
At the core of technological innovations are individual farm businesses
that adopt new technologies.
While many of these changes will
be a function of advances in computer technology, there have been
great improvements in all facets of
dairy farming from the machinery,
smart phone apps, computer technology, gene technology, adaptable plant
technologies and innovative options
to increase milk production yield.
These technologies are different
from those that have come before.
They perform ever more complex
and varied tasks; they collect and
share greater volumes of data; and
will be more integrated across farms
and along supply chains.
The use of robotics is a reality in
Australia with the development of automatic milking systems.
This technology has huge potential
to reduce the amount of time larger
dairy farms spend on milking, freeing farm staff to concentrate on other
farm and business management activities such as monitoring the performance of individual cows and the whole

At the core of technological innovaons
are individual farm businesses that adopt
new technologies.
farm system. Australian dairy farms
are already using the automatic milking system with great success.
Greater efﬁciency means dairy
farmers are embracing smartphone
technology to help them around the
farm.
Free apps that monitor the health of
each cow and the daily running of the
dairy are powerful tools that can be
used even when away from the farm.
This includes databases to monitor
paddocks and fertiliser use, genetic
improvements and to store detailed
health, milk production and breeding
information on each cow, work out
how much to feed the cows and calculate how much it will cost.
This information is often fed directly into the milking process to increase
the efﬁciency of the milking shed.
Productivity improvements are a
direct result of money, particularly
farmer levies, that has been used
to fund research and development
(R&D).
New genomic selection technology, plays an important role in diary
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breeding programs as it allows genetically superior animals to be identiﬁed
at an earlier age.
Many breeders use genomic selection data when buying semen or deciding which cows and heifers merit
investment in reproductive technologies. At the same time, companies are
using genomic testing when determining which young bulls to purchase,
marketing semen to dairy producers,
and identifying elite females that can
make positive genetic contributions
to the next generation.
Another area of research is the
gene editing of ryegrass, which could
be key to a signiﬁcant increase in sustainability and productivity on farm.
The focus is in the development of
seed technology that can be practically applied to change the nutritive
proﬁles to breed pastures with an increase in forage quality and quantity.
With greater sugar content, high
energy ryegrass has the ability to add
value to dairy farms by at least $300/
ha, through pastures with better feed
quality, yield and persistence.
With an increase in value placed on
systems of production, gene technology has been researched and developed to increase on-farm productivity.
The surge in biological sciences has
given rise to animals with enhanced
health attributes, novel aquaculture
breeds and feeds, and designed plants
with bio-industrial applications offering far-reaching agronomic, environmental, nutritional, human health and
economic beneﬁts.
One such technology already widely used, is a naturally occurring hormone that synchronises oestrus (or
heat) in cattle.
This is an extremely useful tool that
enables farmers to know when their
cows are fertile and allows them to
plan insemination to match calving
with peak pasture growth.
Another technology, not currently
available in Australia, is a synthetic
growth hormone which is used in the
USA to achieve better yields in milk
production. Naturally occurring, this
synthetic protein has been isolated

MILK MATTERS
and synthesised for its ability to increase milk yield by up to 10 per cent.
By stimulating milk production
farmers could potentially reduce the
size of their herd, limit environmental
impacts and reduce waste.
Governments in many countries are

recognising the importance of emerging technologies. Australian Dairy
Farmers strongly supports the adoption of new technologies, including
gene technologies particularity where
they conform to Australia’s strict regulatory environment.

Driven by a high-tech revolution,
dairy farmers can expect increased
productivity, greater sustainability and a streamlining of commercial
practice that will offer the biggest
business impact over the coming
years.
D

ADF supports the improvement of technology in the industry.

Where we stand on technology

D

AIRY farming in Australia offers
some exciting prospects for future growth.
However, technology in isolation
would not be able to achieve the rate
of growth expected for future years.
Rather, each technology would
need to be progressed as part of a
broader effort to innovate across
value chains and commodities, and
in collaboration with other enabling
technologies.
For farmers to capitalise on potential productivity gains arising
from these technologies, an enabling
environment, including suitable infrastructure, systems, regulatory
structure and market operating environment, must be in place.
New technology has the ability to

facilitate gains in productivity and
production within the dairy industry.
By adopting new technologies, we
can create a level of competitiveness
for Australian dairy products.
A clear and transparent regulatory
system is required to deliver conﬁdence to all stakeholders – including
farmers, researchers, and investors
(local and global).
Australia’s system is world-leading
and ensures the continual safety of
our dairy food.
The dairy industry supports the
Ofﬁce of the Gene Technology Regulator and the Act which underpins this
system.
Australian Dairy Farmers (ADF)
recognises the potential productivity
beneﬁts of new technologies and the

need to innovate to remain globally
competitive.
ADF supports the rights of farmers
to be able to choose what works best
for them.
ADF also acknowledges and understands the need for the production of
safe, healthy foods and to balance the
adoption of new technologies against
gains in productivity.
Australian dairy products are trusted by consumers around the world
for their premium quality, safety and
nutrition. This global reputation for
quality is backed by stringent biosecurity and food safety systems and a
transparent supply chain.
ADF and the Australian dairy industry works hard to ensure this practice
continues.
D
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Key points

Genomic advances an industry beneﬁt
✔ Developing and harnessing good
bloodlines
✔ Invesng in research key
✔ Improving overall herds

T

HE only thing that is constant in
the world is change.
Just as we have enjoyed technological advances in areas like telecommunications and transport, scientists have been developing new tools
and techniques to develop better options for farming.
Through scientiﬁc advancements,
there have been improvements in
understanding the biology of cows
through DNA-based testing, for both
favourable and unfavourable genes.
Terms such as genetic marker or
marker-assisted selection are becoming more main-stream as our understanding of the bovine genome grows.
By researching genomics, we are
able to understand large-scale studies
of individual animals’ DNA.
Conventional cross-breeding methods may have taken up to 20 years
to select, breed and develop a stable
herd with targeted traits.
Biotechnologies have signiﬁcantly
sped up the breeding process.
In the four years since genomic evaluation services became available, the
number of dairy animals genotyped in
Australia has risen signiﬁcantly. In the
early days, bull companies were the
main users of genomics, testing very
young bulls to help select their young
teams.
By 2015/16 there were four times
as many females genotyped as males,
with dairy farmers using it as a herd
improvement tool.
There are several key developments including improved reliability of genomic breeding values, lower
testing costs, greater understanding
of using genomic breeding values for

Genomic advancements is proving to
be beneﬁcial in improving farmers’
proﬁtability.
herd improvement and the expansion
of the reference population, which improves reliability.
The Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Scheme has given farmers access to a sophisticated and globallyconnected system for evaluating the
genetic merit of cattle.
The genetic make-up of an animal
can be determined from their DNA by
testing for a broad range of genetic
markers.
By understanding the genetic patterns of a herd, farmers are able to
make better decisions about which
animals should breed the next generation and to enhance particular traits.
The goal was to identify every variation that could affect the performance of dairy cattle under every Australian farming condition. Research
has made this possible.
Traditionally, farmers were focused
on improving the genetics of bulls –
now it is possible to accurately assess

the merit of each cow and heifer in a
herd.
This gives farmers more information for mating decisions, as elite
cows are best placed to be mothers of
the next generation of calves.
To produce locally-relevant information, researchers gathered genetic
data from over 40,000 carefully selected cow records, and more than 5000
commercial bulls with records of their
daughters’ lifetime performance.
The impact of this work means that
genomic selection is now routinely
used in Australia’s genetic evaluation
service with the expectation that the
majority of future purchases of cattle
will be based entirely on genomic selection.
One of the main on-farm impacts
is that farmers can conﬁdently select
bulls that are up to ﬁve years younger than before, making it possible to
improve herds at double the current
rate.
Other advantages include the speed
of the test which takes ﬁve years off
the current practice; farmers being
able to select improved complex traits
such as fertility; the ability of farmers
to select the sex and individual qualities that best suit their farm.
Lastly, the selection also makes
it possible to target desirable traits
that cannot be routinely measured on
dairy farms such as feed efﬁciency,
reductions in methane emissions, improved immunity and heat tolerance.
By 2030, the dairy industry will
have accumulated $265 million in
value from improving herds at double
the current rate of gain, and a further
$185 million from new and improved
traits.
It is a remarkable achievement to
now be able to assess the merit of
bulls that live all over the world for
their genetic merit under Australian
farming conditions.
D

GM technology can drive growth

J

UST as consumers have enjoyed technological advances in every area of
their lives and health, plant sciensts
have been using new tools and techniques to develop beer plants.
Plant breeding and improvement, like
medical science, uses a whole suite of
technologies including computers, high

power microscopy and molecular biology.
Gene technology is one of these tools.
An established science, it allows researchers to understand the funcons
of diﬀerent genes within a plant and to
modify those funcons to improve the
plant’s qualies.
New DNA-based tools for plant breed-
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ers will reduce the me and cost of breeding new pasture grass variees.
Diﬀerent to GM crops, gene eding
technologies allow plant breeding companies to use DNA informaon, screen
thousands of plants for nutrive quality,
and unlock the potenal of hybrid vigour.
Developing new pasture plants usually

MILK MATTERS

Key points

Strong history of innovaon on-farm
✔ Connued investment in RD&E
✔ Enhancing compeveness
✔ Pushing for greater proﬁtability

D

AIRY has remained one of Australia’s premier primary industries over the last 30 years.
The early adoption of new technologies has boosted production and
increased returns. These innovations
have helped grow the value of the industry by about $10 billion over the
past three decades.
We have done this and will continue to maintain the highest standard in food safety and quality, animal
health and welfare and environmental
sustainability.
Australian farmers have been able
to double milk production despite
challenging ﬁnancial and climatic conditions.
Research, development and extension (RD&E) has been a major contributor, particularly in pasture management, supplementary feeding and
cow genetics.
In November 2010, Dairy Australia
and the Department of Environment
and Primary Industries Victoria (DEPIV), with support from the Gardiner
Foundation, conducted a high level
evaluation of the impact of government and industry investment to
measure the impact that RD&E had on
dairy farms from 1980-2010.
The evaluation was conducted to
provide guidance on how to improve
future investment in RD&E to enhance
the competitiveness, productivity and
sustainability of the dairy industry.
Overall the results showed that
dairy industry production would
have declined were it not for industry
driven (internal) improvements over
the past three decades such as better
pasture management, better animal
husbandry and supplementary feedtakes around 12 years to breed and test
variees in glasshouse and ﬁeld trials.
The research will help design new breeding programs that will reduce the me
needed to develop and commercialise
new pasture grasses. This technology effecvely speeds up exisng breeding.
The Australian dairy industry is a longterm investor in gene technology research, parcularly work to develop new

The dairy industry has connued to lead from the front in farm innovaon.
ing systems. The research showed:
• Milk production in Victoria has more
than doubled despite cow numbers
remaining the same and a 35 per cent
reduction in effective grazing area.
• Milk yield per cow has almost
doubled due to the adoption of RD&E
over the 30 years.
• Production per hectare has increased 192 per cent from an estimated 2,878 in litres per hectare in 1980 to
8,419 litres in 2010.
• Pasture production and utilisation
and better supplementary feeding
systems account for a large proportion of production gains.
• Genetics and feed conversion efﬁciency has lifted cow productivity.
• Over the past 30 years, $2 billion
in 2010 dollar terms has been spent
on RD&E on-farm projects.
• RD&E accounts for almost half (46
per cent) of total production gains in
Victoria’s dairy industry.
• Beneﬁt to cost ratio for government and industry investment in
pasture variees. Current modelling suggests that one of these research projects,
high energy ryegrass, could deliver a
beneﬁt of $300 per hectare to Australian
dairy farmers.
There are several beneﬁts to be realised from R&D investment in dairy gene
technology, and that of many other GM
crops under development in Australia.
GM crops are over 18 years old and are

RD&E is at least 3.3 to 1.
The industry driven changes such
as better pasture production and utilisation, incremental improvements
in animal genetics and breeding, attention to animal health and welfare
issues such as mastitis, better cow
nutrition through supplementary
feeding and the adaptation of suitable
technology and practices from the
United States, Europe and New Zealand to Australian conditions all contributed to increased productivity.
Improving productivity has been
important in promoting proﬁtability,
improving natural resource use and
facilitating adaptation to business
pressures.
The Australian dairy industry has
achieved
considerable
improvements in farm productivity through
the adoption of new technology and
will continue to ﬁnd new ways to be
efﬁcient and environmentally friendly
while remaining proﬁtable in the longer term.
D
grown in 27 countries by over 18 million
farmers across millions of hectares.
Farmers across the globe have chosen
to adopt new GM variees for their economic and environmental beneﬁts.
Despite this strong global uptake, they
are not currently being used in Australia,
although they have received Federal regulatory approval for their environmental
and human health safety.
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Focusing on the road ahead

Key points

By Ian Halliday
Managing Director
Dairy Australia
✔ Producers should get involved
✔ Long term outlook remains
posive
✔ Planning ahead reamins
paramount

A

S we come to the end of what
has been one of the most challenging years our industry has
experienced, the nation’s dairy farmers are displaying the upmost resilience – which epitomises our great
sector.
Most farmers and the wider industry are deep in a recovery phase and
looking to the future after navigating
the downturn in farmgate prices, the
wet (and in some cases ﬂood) conditions across most of Victoria, NSW,
South Australia and Tasmania and
oversupply issues in the west.
I believe the long term outlook for
the dairy industry remains positive.
International dairy commodity prices have staged a signiﬁcant recovery
in recent months, as global supply
and demand slowly return to a more
balanced outlook.
While there is still a long road
ahead, the over-supply issue that has
maintained a downward pressure on
commodity pricing for so long looks
to be receding and our domestic market remains steady.
I would encourage farmers who are
still working their way through varying pressures and haven’t participated in the free Taking Stock sessions,
to do so.
To date, more than 700 dairy farmers in Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and southern NSW have registered for the one-to-one sessions

Farmers are encouraged to ulise Dairy
Australia’s Taking Stock program.
since the price downturn in April and
more than 500 sessions have been delivered.
In excess of 90 per cent of surveyed
farmers who have participated in Taking Stock feel conﬁdent to independ-

‘I believe the long
term outlook for the
dairy industry remains
posive.’
ently implement the action plan developed during the session.
We have had some great feedback
from farmers who have beneﬁtted
from Taking Stock.
Taking Stock offers three to four
hour, conﬁdential sessions with an experienced consultant.
It is designed to assist farmers to
budget and look at all their options.
Taking Stock is available to all farmers, including lease and share farmers, thanks to funding from the Gardiner Foundation.
Hopefully, as you read this, we are
through the worst of the wet and conditions are drying up, so it is a good
time to pause and think about your
feed requirements for summer.

It is a good idea to plan for summer crops – what extra forage do you
need? What paddocks need renovating? What preparations are needed
and what do you need to purchase?
With grain and fertiliser prices well
down, farmers should review their
cash ﬂow and feed budgets as they
plan ahead.
Dairy Australia has a number of
feed and cash ﬂow tools available, as
well as a new feedbase guide for quality pasture silage.
These are all available at http://tftt.
dairyaustralia.com.au/
We’ve also been working on developing a Forage Value Index (FVI), in
partnership with Agriculture Victoria,
Meat and Livestock Australia and the
Australian Seed Federation.
The FVI is an independently-analysed, industry-endorsed economic
index based on seasonal dry matter
production and aims to provide farmers with another tool to help lift farm
proﬁtability.
We hope to have this ready to
launch in the new year.
For more information see the story
on page 89.
After about 18 months in operation,
we now have 1000 farmers across Australia registered and using DairyBase.
This tool provides farmers with a
consistent set of calculations which
helps them better manage risk in their
business.
We’ve also piloted several two-day
training courses for DairyBase across
Victoria, southern NSW and Queensland, which have received some really
positive feedback.
The course teaches farmers about
farm analysis, how to use DairyBase
and its beneﬁts.
It will be rolled out across all regions next year through your local Regional Development Program (RDP).
Don’t forget there are a range of
services available.
We encourage you to contact your
local RDP, if you haven’t already, and
take advantage of the support available to help you through this challenging climate.
D
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DAIRY PRICE CRISIS

Big wet, earnings slump adds to MG woes
By Andrew Marshall

A

N unusually wet spring added
to low farmgate milk prices and
a rush of suppliers quitting its
ranks have hit Murray Goulburn’s
(MG) earnings and convinced it to
temporarily axe its contentious payment “clawback” scheme.
MG, the business behind the Devondale brand, has conﬁrmed its forecast
net proﬁt after tax of $42 million for
2016-17 will be lower because of a likely 20 per cent slump in milk receivals.
The big dairy co-op has also cut its
forecast seasonal farmgate milk price
to farmers from $4.88 a kilogram of
milk solids to $4.70kg.
The milk intake slide is attributed
to a wave of farmer retirements and
suppliers swapping to other processors in the wake of MG’s massive late
season price cut early this year and
fallout relating to the decision.
On-farm production has also been
hit by “very wet” conditions since August, which the co-op said was likely
to result in a 10pc to 12pc fall in milk
output from its remaining 2200 dairy
farmer members.
While all supplier regions in Victoria, Tasmania and NSW have been impacted, the north and west of Victoria
were hit hardest, particularly where
widespread ﬂooding has impacted
dairy herds and pastures.
Northern Victorian volumes fell almost 17pc in August compared with
the same time in 2015.
The co-op’s total southern region
milk intake is expected to be 2.7 billion litres this ﬁnancial year.
The big wet follows a severe dry
period in southern NSW and Victoria
in 2015.

Murray Goulburn co-operave, the
business behind the Devondale dairy
brand, has warned its net proﬁt aer tax
will fall below $42 million for 2016-17
because of a likely 20 per cent slump in
milk receivals.
MG’s net milk losses because of retirements and suppliers transferring
to other processors alone represented a 350m litre cut on 2015-16 production.
However, MG’s farmers will now
receive an extra 14 cents/kg (milk solids) as a result of the co-operative’s
decision to suspend its milk payment
clawback program until next June.
The clawback has been drawing on
farmers’ current milk earnings to repay a $183m milk pool debt created
by above-market milk payments last
season.
Its temporary removal will lift MG’s
average-weighted available milk price
to $4.60kg for the rest of the ﬁnancial
year.
Suspension of the Milk Supply Support Package (MSSP) applies from
the start of October, while results of

a broader review of the program will
be discussed at MG’s annual general
meeting next week.
Acting chief executive David Mallinson said until recently there was conﬁdence that spring rainfall was setting
the industry up for an excellent season but now all of south-east Australia
was severely impacted by “extreme
wet conditions”, making lower farmgate milk pricing more painful.
He said milk supply across the
board had fallen by 10pc, placing further pressure on the dairy industry
supply chain.
This meant MG now faced a lowerthan-expected closing milk price of
$4.70kg for the season – down from a
predicted $4.88kg.
However, a 35c/kg “additional
growth incentive payment” for butterfat and 70c/kg protein has been announced as an option for assistance,
from November 1.
“While a disappointing outcome,
this revised forecast with no MSSP
deduction still provides farmers with
a higher net milk price than their current estimations,” Mr Mallinson said.
He said the company appreciated
the “severe ﬁnancial strain” on its
suppliers and thanked them for their
ongoing support.
MG’s cost efﬁciency drive to cut as
much as $60m from operating costs
next year was progressing well and
savings worth $10m to $15m would be
achieved this ﬁnancial year.
MG was also “proactively managing” its factories to target extra savings, scaling back production plans to
cater for the lower milk intake.
“We will continue to review options
to enable this cost base to remain
competitive,” Mr Mallinson said.
D
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24.5 bd

19.0 ac

Halo AR37 (t)

13.2 a

25.4 ac

18.3 ac

Impact2 NEA2 (Trojan NEA2)

12.6 df

25.8 ab

17.8 ac

Matrix HE

12.6 ef

23.3 ce

19.5 ab

One50 AR1

12.7 de

25.5 ac

17.6 bc

Revolution AR1

12.8 cd

25.7 ac

17.8 ac

Sterling AR1 (t)

12.6 ef

25.0 bc

19.9 a

Ultra AR1

12.6 df

25.3 ac

17.2 c

Average
Range +/-

12.8

25.6

18.3

+0.4 to -0.2

+1.5 to -2.3

+1.6 to -1.1

VR4032737

ME (MJ/kgDM)

Cultivar

DAIRY PRICE CRISIS

Key points

Communicaon the key to survival
✔
✔
✔
✔

Work through the dairy crisis
Negoate payment plans
Everyone is trying to make a proﬁt
Bright future ahead

By Jeanee Severs

G

OOD communication is the key
to happy relationships in the
dairy industry – good communication between partners, dairy farm
businesses and processors.
That was the message at this year’s
South Gippsland Dairy Expo, where
the panel discussed the theme ‘Some
things are worth running for: How do I
handle the elephant in the room?’
The elephant was the current state
of Australia’s dairy industry and the
panel discussion was facilitated by
Matt Harms, OnFarm Consulting.
Panel members were dairy farmers
Les and Lyn Hornby and Lucas and
Kylie Licciardello, dairy farmers and
milk processors Burke and Bronwyn
Brandon, stockfeed and merchandise
suppliers Chris and Cameron Brown
and Rabobank’s Russell Mann.
The loss of control over management decisions – a fallout of the current dairy crisis – was discussed by
many on the panel.
“We’re running a business and we
want to make money. I love dairyfarming but I milk cows to drive proﬁt, expand the business and improve the
farm,” Lucas Licciardello said.
“I don’t like doing it for nothing. On
the day [Murray Goulburn announced
the clawback), someone took our decision making and our skill set away
from us and threw them in the bin.
“Industry took our decision making
away from us. We want to move for-

The South Gippsland Dairy Expo panel: (Back) Chris and Cameron Brown, Brown’s
Stockfeeds; facilitator Ma Harms, OnFarm Consulng; (middle) Les Hornby, Ourim
and Stony Creek; Burke Brandon, Prom Country Cheese; Lucas Licciardello, Mirboo
North; Russell Mann, Rabobank; (front) Lyn Hornby, Ourim and Stony Creek;
Bronwyn Brandon, Prom Country Cheese; and Kylie Licciardello, Mirboo North.
ward without losing what we’ve made
for us.”
Lucas and Kylie are continuing to
support each other and ensure they
talk regularly.
“The dairy crisis was soul destroying but the situation is improving,” Ms
Licciardello said.
“We can’t cut the running costs that
are about performance and production, but we have let our worker go
and we sacriﬁce family time to work
the extra hours.
“We’ve created wealth out of the
dairy industry and will again; we just
have to keep supporting each other.”
The impact of the dairy crisis was
being felt across communities.

“Dairy farmers are buying only critical supplies. Our agronomists and
nutritionists are trying to help dairy
farmers spend less on feed and supplements and focus more on growing
grass,” Chris Brown said.
Browns Stockfeeds is one of several
merchandisers and other service providers to employ a person speciﬁcally
to discuss supply and payment arrangements with dairy farmers.
“Ninety-ﬁve per cent of our business was dairy reliant and we employ
many local people,” Cameron Brown
said.
“We’ve had to put practices in
place to ensure cash ﬂow. Communication is a really big thing; if a dairy
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Every drop counts
come talk to us

DAIRY PRICE CRISIS

farmer phones and negotiates payment terms, we appreciate it.
“We have corporations demanding we pay them and it’s tough, as a
merchandiser, to phone dairy farmers
chasing payment from them. We’re all
running businesses.
“There’s a bright future to come
again; we’ll learn what we can from
this dairy crisis to cope with the next
downturn.”
He said the company had noted
that beef farmers had become more
afﬂuent purchasers due to the buoyant cattle market.
That market was also proving an income stream for dairy farmers.
“We’re raising calves now for income,” Lyn Hornby said.
“The ﬁrst thing that’s paid out of
the monthly milk cheque is the wages – then I negotiate to pay the other

bills. “I’ve found communication and
negotiating payment terms is the best
thing – most people are compassionate.
“Ignoring the debts risks the problem getting worse and beyond our
control.”
There were mitigating factors
about the dairy crisis that were often ignored, according to Rabobank’s
Russell Mann.
“In isolation, the current crisis is
bad but it came on the back of a poor
season and two years of tough prices,” Mr Mann said.
“People weren’t offered opportunities to manage the situation.
“At this point, few people have
gotten out of the industry and most
are taking a long term view; just trying to work their way through the next
12 months.”

How the dairy processors communicated came under ﬁre.
“Daily and even more often emails
telling us what they were doing and
trying to combat what was being said
in the media,” Mr Licciardello said.
“We just had to block out the
bulls**t and dialogue.”
“Industry programs have helped us
because it brought someone in to look
at the business and help us to get a
clear view and direction.”
The couple also exited Murray
Goulburn and became a supplier for
Fonterra.
“It was something we’d been discussing since December last year and
we switched in July,” Mr Licciardello
said.
“But leaving MG also meant we left
behind the political stuff and endless
emails.”
D

Bouque is not a simple answer
By Jeanee Severs

B

URKE and Bronwyn Brandon operate
a sheep dairy and manufacture specialist cheese. They recently added cow
milk to their repertoire, supplied by a
local dairy farmer.
“Invesng in a milk carrier and processing facilies is not for the faint hearted,”
Mr Brandon said.
“As a manufacturer, there’s many licensing, food and biosecurity condions
we have to comply with. “And, our product (sheep and goat cheese), is made up
to 12 months in advance of sale, so that’s
a long me to wait for payment.”

Diversifying was also important, but
value adding for many dairy farmers was
about doing what they do well.
“Tourism is a ﬁckle industry and supplying a bouque, niche product – you
have to sell a product the market is prepared to pay for,” he said.
“Every corporate processor is producing cheese and doing it a lot cheaper than
a small business can.
“But consumers want to buy honest,
genuine farm products – real buer,
milk, cheese – the dairy industry needs
to remember that as it ﬁghts for its share
globally.”
Approached by several local dairy
farmers, they agreed to take 1000 litres of

milk each fortnight from one who already
had a niche farm business.
“They were already value-adding products and we manufacture cheese from
their milk to add to their food range. I
make sure I pay them aer each milk delivery. It’s not fair that they should wait
– it’s a perishable product,” Ms Brandon
said.
The couple had received many enquiries from dairy farmers, “mostly to use our
processing facilies or about how to set
up their own,” Mr Brandon said.
“They’re aer quick and easy soluons. A processing facility is an expensive
investment and takes a long me to set
up.”
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Key points

Semen handling in large programs
✔ Follow the program exactly as
instructed
✔ For best results, never
compromise on semen handling
✔ Ensure the technician feels
safe and has me to do the job
correctly

By Carol Millar

I

T is becoming increasingly common for dairy farmers to use synchronisation programs routinely in
their AI breeding plans.
Because synchrony programs are
becoming so commonly used, it is
important to remind farmers of a
number of basics which are important
to get right if conception rates are to
be maximised.

Follow the program
It is absolutely vital that the AI synchronisation program is followed to
the letter.
Do not adjust dosages or dates
without checking with your veterinarian or service provider. These programs are carefully constructed and
cannot be changed mid-stream. If using auto-injectors, make sure the dosage is correct.
If using implants, make sure that
manufacturer’s
instructions
are
followed.

Good cow ID
Good cow ID makes everything easier.
This is when all the effort with
freeze-branding or the dollars invested in a good RFID drafting system gets
rewarded.
Invest in some good marking paint
in several different colours and don’t
be afraid to use it liberally.
Work out a simple system that everyone on farm can understand.

Book your AI tech early
If you normally do your own AI but
know that you are going to need the
assistance of a professional AI technician on certain days when you are
likely to have large numbers of cows
to AI, then make sure you book the AI
technician as soon as possible.
Everybody gets really busy during
the joining season and it is silly to
start a costly synchronisation program and then not be able to book
an AI technician because they are all
busy elsewhere.

Loaded AI guns should be kept
warm and clean at all times – this
should be a priority.
It is worth getting extra assistance
if needed on these hectic days to increase the efﬁciency of the thawing
and gun-loading processes.

Good facilies are gold

Good semen handling is an important
component of getting cows in calf.
But somehow, during some large
synchrony programs, the sheer
number of cows needing to be inseminated in a short time leads to some
really dodgy short cuts in the area of
semen handling. This is even worse if
sexed semen is being used.
Thawing water should be between
32 and 38 degrees Celsius. Always –
no exceptions.
All too often, the standards of semen handling are seriously compromised during large programs and this
will have an impact on conception
rates.

Expecting AI technicians to perform at
their best when balanced on a plank
of wood between two drums in a herringbone pit is unrealistic. No-one can
do a good job if they feel unsafe.
Often, these large programs are
done on a rotary platform during milking and what farmer doesn’t love the
concept of getting two jobs done at
once – milking and lots of cows AI’d at
the same time?
It is also unrealistic to expect AI
technicians to work at normal rotary
speeds – if you have less than 30 seconds to get into the cow, make sure
you are through the cervix and press
the plunger, sometimes you are going
to be pushed for time.
If the farmer won’t slow the rotary
down to a realistic pace, chances are
the AI technician might just have to
let the semen go wherever it is convenient rather than where it should
go.

Time limit

Aenon to detail

Once it is removed from the AI tank,
semen should be used (or inside the
cow) within 15 minutes. Any longer
than this and conception will be negatively affected.
Also, on cold days it takes approximately 30 seconds for thawed semen
in a loaded gun to revert to the ambient temperature. This is called ‘cold
shock’ and it can severely damage
sperm cells.

AI synchronisation programs can be
an expensive mistake if you don’t pay
attention to detail.
It makes sense to work the odds in
your favour by following the program
exactly, and insisting that your AI
technicians don’t take any short cuts
when it comes to semen handling,
thawing and semen placement inside
the cow. Give them the facilities to do
a good job.
D

Don’t compromise
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Key points

Emerging leaders hone skills in Tassie
✔ Building future industry leaders
✔ Acve discussion helps growth
✔ Networking opportunity

T

HE ﬁrst crop of emerging dairy
leaders have hit their straps with
a second residential workshop.
The 14 farmers from across Australia participating in the Emerging Dairy
Leaders Program (EDLP) spent three
days learning about the Tasmanian
dairy industry with a focus on innovation and workplace health and safety.
As part of the year-long course,
the group visits three dairy regions –
South Australia, Tasmania and Gippsland.
The program also comprises selfpaced study including online work,
webinars and independent research
that, once completed, will result in
participants graduating with a Diploma of Agribusiness Management from
the National Centre for Dairy Education/TAFESA.
The Tasmanian component included visits to ﬁve dairy farms during
which the group was taken through
each farm’s operating systems, innovations and workplace health and
safety rules and processes.
The host farmers were Grant Archer (three-time Tasmanian sharefarmer
of the year), Paul Bennett at Ashgrove
Cheese, Peter Jones, Jason Chillcott
(who runs a robotic dairy) and participant Nikki Atkins.
The group also took part in several
networking events and visited Seahorse World and a winery.
Safe Farming Tasmania senior workplace health and safety consultant
Phillip John joined the group on the
tour and gave a dinner presentation.
While all facets of workplace health
and safety were covered and explored, quad bike safety and use was
of particular interest to the group.
Six months into the program and
20-year-old Kieran Bourke, who is
studying a Bachelor of Agribusiness
at the University of Queensland and
working on the family farm near Warwick, said the program was providing
numerous networking opportunities
which would otherwise not be available.

The group are taken through some important workplace health and safety lessons.

‘I’ve found it really
posive to have a
number of people I
can go to for advice or
bounce ideas oﬀ who are
like mentors to me.’
“For me, being one of the younger
participants of the group, I’ve found
it really positive to have a number
of people I can go to for advice or
bounce ideas off who are like mentors
to me,” he said.
“It’s not only a great learning opportunity from the curriculum we
are studying, but also being able to
learn from each other and appreciate
what is available across the different
regions and understand how other
regions operate is a great advantage.”
Kieran’s grandfather, father, two
uncles, two brothers and sister are all
involved on the farm which milks 500
cows.
He said one of the highlights of
the Tasmanian trip was visiting Ash-

grove Cheese and learning how that
business had developed and worked
through the ups and downs of the industry.
“The information on workplace
health and safety also put things into
perspective; it’s something we all
need to focus on every day,” he said.
Dairy Australia program leader
people and capability Shane Hellwege
said the EDLP was the dairy industry’s tier-one leadership program.
“It is designed to introduce the participants to concepts about how they
and others communicate and engage
with the broader world and theories
about leadership styles and practices,” Mr Hellwege said.
“It focuses on the idea that leadership is a set of behaviours, not necessarily requiring someone to hold a
position of leadership, and the industry hopes the program will support
the participants to be better leaders
at home, on-farm and in the community.”
The EDLP, which was launched in
May this year, is a joint Dairy Australia and Australian Dairy Farmers initiative and is being run by the NCDE’s
South Australian partner – TAFESA. D
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Enhanced educaon for Tocal students

F

IFTY-FIVE young students recently completed Tocal College’s
Dairy Industry Case Study (DCS).
Over one week, the hands-on experience provided students with enhanced dairy education to help build
the capability and skills of the dairy
industry workforce.
This is the second year that DCS
has been incorporated in Tocal College’s Certiﬁcate III of Agriculture curriculum.
As a National Centre for Dairy Education (NCDE), Tocal works closely
with Dairy Australia to meet the needs
of the dairy industry.
“DCS is one week in the student’s
Certiﬁcate studies that is dedicated
just to dairy studies,” Tocal College
Traineeship Coordinator Matthew
Brett said.
“Dairy Australia teamed up with us
and after some meetings and brain-

Emma Cooper (le) and Elizabeth McRae
a lot wiser about the dairy industry by
compleng the hands on Dairy Case
Study though Tocal College.
storming, they said why don’t we
provide a modiﬁed version of the
Countdown program Cups On Cups
Off (COCO) to suit the student’s expe-

rience level. It also includes a variety
of farm ﬁeld days and extension.”
Tocal College has a commercial
dairy with a 250-cow milking herd,
which the students work at on a rotating roster. “It’s very important the students are trained so they know how
to perform properly in the dairy,” Matthew said.
This year, the 55 students were
split into two groups to optimise their
learning experience. Each group was
given an industry overview, visited
dairies, learnt from vets, and studied mastitis prevention and rearing
healthy calves.
“We split the students into two
groups because if we put all 55 students through the program at once it
would dilute the quality of learning,”
he said.
“We want to ensure we achieve as
much as we can, at a high quality,

Students urge
others to have a go

E

LIZABETH and Emma’s advice for
young people thinking about a career in agriculture:
Elizabeth: “Get out there and ask
someone if you can try working on a
farm.
“If you see a neighbour pung up a
fence, ask if you can help – if you want
to learn, just do it! Don’t hold back because it’s worth it.
“Through study you can meet and
work with a lot of people from diﬀerent
backgrounds – from the city, the bush,
people who know about agriculture
and people who don’t – you can learn
and work together and you can teach
each other diﬀerent things.
Emma: “It’s not about your age,
gender, where you come from, or how
small you or strong your are – anyone
can do it!”
“Give everything a go and try diﬀerent things.
“Educaon is important because employers take educaon and experiences
into consideraon when you’re applying for a job.”
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Through DCS Elizabeth – whose
family have property around NSW
with sheep, cattle and cropping –
learnt about the cycle of dairy farming, as well as the scientiﬁc-side of the
industry.
“I didn’t know about the cycle of
the cow through milking and I didn’t
know that it had to dry off, so it was
an eye opener to how the whole process works,” she said.
Fellow student, Emma Cooper, 17,
from the NSW Central Coast, comes
from a beef cattle background.
She said DCS exposed her to the different elements of the dairy industry.
“I’ve always loved agriculture and
working with animals,” Emma said.
“I want to teach younger generations about our ways of farming and
where our food comes from. I enjoyed
visiting the farms. It’s good to see how
a dairy works; the science is amazing.
“I didn’t know there was more than
one way of milking, I thought that
there was just the herringbone, so
when the farmers spoke about rotary
dairies I found it really interesting.”

Passionate about animal welfare,
Emma found the vet sessions especially inspiring.
“I have become more aware, I know
more about diseases and the things
that we can do to help improve the
dairy industry,” she said.
“I’ll deﬁnitely use what I’ve learnt
throughout my career, I’d like to teach
this information to others who are
also interested in dairy.”
Dairy Australia Industry Capability
Program manager Tracy Lloyd said
the partnership will continue to build
industry capability and education.
“Dairy Australia has an ongoing
commitment to ensure industry-speciﬁc training is available to all people
in the dairy industry at each stage
of their career – and enhanced dairy
education, such as Tocal’s DCS program, is embedded into the studies
of agriculture students nationally via
our NCDE partners,” Ms Lloyd said. D
For more information contact
Dairy Australia Industry Capability
Program manager, Tracy Lloyd tlloyd@dairyaustralia.com.au
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within the time frame – so it’s an enriched education program.
“Our course has 50/50 female and
male students and their background
isn’t necessarily in dairy, so it’s been
interesting to see how much they’ve
learnt and enjoyed it.”
Elizabeth McRae, 18, from the ACT,
was one of the students. With no previous dairy industry experience, she
believes DCS has enhanced her skills
and opened her eyes to the variety of
job opportunities in the industry.
“I didn’t think I would enjoy the
course as much as I have, but I loved
it,” Elizabeth said.
“It was a shock how much I could
actually learn in such a small amount
of time. I can’t believe that I’m taking
away so much information.
“I’ve become so passionate about
dairy that I now wake up at 3.30am on
weekends and travel to Singleton to
work with a dairy farmer.
“I get excited about milking, working with the cows and cropping – I
love dairy because you can do a wide
variety of jobs.”
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FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

AgCAP livestock manager Wolﬁe Wagner with share farmer
Mark Streets at Midlothian farm.

Ji Streets checks the farm planner in the dairy at Springvale
farm.

Key points

Bringing the farm and investors together
✔ Alternave farming
structure pays oﬀ
✔ Trust in business partners
key
✔ Share farming success

$

By Richard Meredith

M

ANY will recall this extraordinary sequence of events: In
July 2015 record frosts were
followed by the biggest August snowfall in years and subsequently soils
were colder and wetter for longer
than usual in early spring.
Between September and the following January there was no rain.
At the end of January there was
minor ﬂooding and then for 50 days in
autumn this year there was no rain. In
late April the major milk companies
unexpectedly cut the milk price by an
average 15 per cent.
In June there were major ﬂoods.
This is an unusual sequence of
events but that was the full gamut of
extreme experiences for dairy farmers on Tasmania’s North West coast,
the major dairy region in the state,
over a 12-month period.
In that July when this sequence of
extremes began, Wolﬁe Wagner was
two and a half years into his role as
livestock manager for AgCAP, the Sustainable Agricultural Fund’s four dairy
farms along the North West coast and
four beef farms on King Island.
As an experienced dairy farm manager who had spent some years out
of the industry in commercial real
estate and also working at the Gar-

‘Control is good but trust
is beer.’
diner Foundation, the Victorian dairy
industry’s melting pot for investments in a range of projects centred
around emerging leadership and good
practice, Mr Wagner had assembled
a breadth and depth of skills and experience to complement his practical
dairying experience.
When the major processors, Murray
Goulburn and Fonterra, announced
the price drop in April the AgCAP
dairy operation, which had been happily contemplating a $500,000 annual
proﬁt despite the tough season, was
suddenly staring at a loss of $400,000.
While many dairy farms dried off
their cows immediately the AgCAP
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group had to consider its share farmers’ incomes.
Under the guaranteed milk payment arrangement they have with
their team, the share farmers stood to
make money milking through autumn.

A guaranteed milk price
Under AgCAP’s payment system the
share farmers’ incomes are set at a
guaranteed price for milk solids irrespective of what the processor pays.
Fluctuations in milk price are absorbed by the investors who have
the beneﬁt of balancing their returns
across the range of commodities within the group which also include cropping, cotton and beef.
“Under traditional share farming arrangements the share farmer’s share
of the milk income is affected by a
change in the milk price,” Mr Wagner
said.

FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
“Because most share farmers have
few assets or are building up their
assets, when something like this happens they face the risk of going broke
and may leave.
“This way both parties get a guarantee of stability. AgCAP gets a stable workforce and longevity and the
share farmers get a guaranteed income based on a ﬁxed price for milk
solids.”
As luck would have it a week after
announcing the price cut, their processor, Fonterra announced an offset
payment, which took some of the pain
out of their losses.
When he was considering taking the
management job Mr Wagner visited
Tasmania and met the share farmers.
He decided, although it was not a requirement, that he would have to be
based in Tasmania.
His ofﬁce is now less than half an
hour from three of the dairy farms
and less than an hour from the fourth.
He ﬂies across to the beef aggregation
on King Island regularly.

Trust is beer
His approach to changing the relationship between operators and management under his leadership is summed

up in a simple aphorism: “Control is
good but trust is better.”
“As much as anything I wanted
them to have trust in and respect
for each other as much as in me,” Mr
Wagner said.
“From the early days I encouraged
them to talk to one another. Now they

talk to each other more than they talk
to me.”
From this the relationship between
the farm staff and AgCAP management was re-built.
“Honesty and respect. You can
write it but you have to do it,” he said.
On the four dairy farms there are
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FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
two share farmers each with 20 plus
years experience.
On the others the share farmers
have 10 or more years experience.
“We have to trust them with the
farm asset,” Mr Wagner said.
“We have to respect their knowledge and experience.
“They spend more than 50 hours a
week working on their farms. Management spends less than an hour.”
There are very few corporate policies and procedures; no rules sent
from up high; no ‘how to’s’ in the
dairy shed.
“That is their business. We employ
farm advisor, John Mulvany, to work
with them. With his help they have all
become very good managers of their
farms and their own farming system.
“We delegate the management,
training and employing of staff to the
share farmers.
“That is a big difference between
our share farming approach and corporate farms with managers and employees appointed by the corporation.
“It means our share farmers have
direct responsibility for the staff who
work alongside them.
“They can and do employ family
members, where a corporate might
consider that an undesirable practice.
“We think it is more in keeping with
our Australian family farming tradition.”

Share farmers in control
Share farmer, Mark Streets has
more than 20 years share farming
experience.
He describes the arrangement as
“fair and equitable”.
“It comes back to Wolﬁe. As a
former share farmer himself he understands what we face,” he said.
“He passes on any concerns we
have to the next level and makes it all
work.
“We’ve got three very experienced
share farmers all going into their
fourth season. That’d be hard to ﬁnd
among share farmers, I reckon.
“It would be very easy with big operations like Sustainable Ag for management to get out of touch.”
Mr Streets operates Springvale farm
milking 620 cows and was proud to
see his eldest son Ji take over as share
farmer at Midlothian in 2014.
Midlothian is another AgCAP dairy
farm milking 540 cows, just along the
road.
“Ji is doing a great job. I don’t have
to worry about him. It takes many
years to get to this level but now he’s

Ji Streets and AgCAP livestock manager Wolﬁe Wagner with a mob of young cross
bred calves in the calf shed at Springvale farm.
running it well and getting very good
ﬁgures,” Mr Streets said.
While each of the farms operates
differently according to the management style and methods of the share
farmer, there are certain non-negotiables required by AgCAP, particularly
around animal welfare.
There is no tail docking, induction
is minimal and will be completely
phased out by 2018; cow body condition must be maintained and vigilance
in managing animal diseases and illnesses is mandatory.
“One of the beneﬁts of running a
larger farming system with external
management support is when a crisis
occurs,” Mr Wagner said.
“Two years ago we had a sudden
outbreak of mycoplasma bovis, a
highly contagious disease that went
through one of our farms.
“We were able to support the share
farmer by researching and ﬁnding
an expert at Sydney University who
quickly set up protocols for the farm
to follow,” he said.
“We were able to manage the disease and minimise losses.”
Rules, where they exist, are at a
fairly high level.

Farming system
The favoured farming system involves
a stocking rate of about three milking
cows per effective grazing hectare.
All cows calve annually in August
and September with production targets of approximately 480 kgMS/cow
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and 1400 to 1600 kgMS/ha. Feeding is
focused on maximizing home grown
pasture intake (3 to 3.5t DM/cow).
Supplementary feeding per cow per
annum includes approximately 1.62t
DM grain (fed as pellets) and 0.6t DM
fodder (fed as silage and hay).
Pasture consumption targets are
>12t DM/ha on irrigated pasture and >
7t DM/ha on dry land pasture.
“We run a three-way rotational
cross breeding system combining Holstein, Jersey and Red breed sires,” Mr
Wagner said.
The system and the AI work is all
planned by Leo Bydevaate in consultation with the share farmers.
He sets up the timetable and they
implement it.
“Across the four dairy farms we
have a greater than 80 per cent sixweek in calf rate and 65 per cent of
our herds calving within 14 days because our farm managers follow the
schedules,” he said.
“There is a signiﬁcant amount of
trust between the parties. They believe in it. They’re enthusiastic.”
There is also a bi-monthly teleconference covering Work Health and
Safety issues.
“We do have procedures and policies for work health and safety which
must be followed,” Mr Wagner said.
“We want to be sure everyone returns home safely.
“We want to make sure there is no
rush, we’re well organised and have
good plans in place for everything.” D

NEWS

Beau Vernon (centre front), Leongatha, with Nyora
dairyfarmers Lorea and Stephen Saull and their sons, Elijah
(13) and Xavier (11). The Saull family was inspired by Beau
when he oﬀered to keep in touch with Elijah, who is recovering
from his own serious illness.

Dairyfarmers Bill Bodman and Philip Tracy ﬁll out their
self-assessment health score sheets before an individual
consultaon and tests with a registered nurse.

Healthy future in farmers’ hands
By Jeanee Severs

H

EALTH and wellbeing was on
the agenda at the recent South
Gippsland Dairy Expo, held at
Korumburra, Victoria.
While numbers were down for exhibitors, additional activities such as
gumboot throwing championships for
children, men and women brought attendees out of Melbourne and northern Victoria.
“We saw the expo was on and decided to come along and support
the dairy farmers,” said Melbourne’s
Lucy Halliburton, one of a group of
three young families on holiday at
Inverloch.
The women’s gumboot championship was won by her friend and fellow competitor, Rachel Jones, also of
Melbourne. The men’s championship
was won by Simon Jones, who had to
ﬁght off a lot of competition from his
friends and local dairy farmers.
Children’s gumboot throwing champion was Raywood’s Will Sinclair, on
school holiday with his grandparents.
Reid’s Stockfeeds offered children
the opportunity to throw or kick a
mini football through a cow’s rumen.
“We decided to do something fun,”
said Nick Reid. Everyone who participated walked away with a prize.
At the expo breakfast, resilience
was discussed by Beau Vernon, a
young local man who became a quadriplegic after a football accident a few
years ago.
He said the support of family and
friends had helped him to cope with
and challenge his limitations – this
included being employed as coach

Marcus Dingle recommended dairy
farmers spread their investment in
grain across the season, as prices were
expected to remain low.
of the successful Leongatha Parrots
Football Club, marrying his longtime
partner and starting a family.
He said golf and surﬁng were next
on his list of activities to conquer –
both sports requiring participation
from his family and friends.
“I’m known as a bit of a prankster
and when I ﬁrst went back in the surf I
was bobbing around and they thought
I was having fun...
“We need to take a step back and
work out how I can achieve these
things without drowning,” Beau said.
The National Centre for Farmer
Health partnered with Rural Bank at
the ﬁeld days to offer health checks
to farmers.
“This is a program of farmer health
and wellbeing assessments we have
taken to ﬁeld days across southern
Victoria,” said Tracey Hatherell, program coordinator with National Centre for Farmer Health.
“We employ local nurses, who are

also dairy farmers in the local region,
so farmers come along and get assistance and advice from people they relate directly to.
“Partnering with Rural Bank, we’ve
been able to make a difference to
farmers lives.”
Local Murray Goulburn board
members Phil Tracy and Bill Bodman
turned up for the health checks at the
expo.
The South Gippsland Dairy Expo
and Elmore Field Days were last
on the list for this year. The farmer
health checks were conducted at Sungold Field Days at Warrnam, Wimmera
Field Days at Horsham, AgFest in Tasmania, Dowerin Field days in Western Australia and Sheepvention at
Hamilton.
In other presentations at Korumburra, Reid Stockfeeds’ Marcus Dingle said waterlogging would prevent
some cereal crops in NSW and Victoria from being harvested but he expected yields would still be average
to good.
“Expectation is for a good year even
with more rain forecast,” Mr Dingle
said.
“We’re looking at a carry over of
two million tonnes from last year and
a surplus of 2.3 million tonnes this
year. But even with lower prices, we
recommend dairy farmers spread
their spending across the season.”
While the global market was bearish, lower oil prices would also mean
grain was cheaper to transport and
that was expected to impact Australia’s prices.
• See photos from the South Gippsland Dairy Expo on page 62-63.
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AustAsia’s managing director Edgar Collins and China general
manager Yang Ku.

Greenﬁelds label milk owned by AustAsia.

Key points

Cashing in on China’s demand for dairy
✔ Capitalising on China’s
potenal
✔ A top-10 Chinese dairy
operaon
✔ Connuing to expand

$

By Shan Goodwin

A

N Australian-led visionary agribusiness outﬁt is showing the
best way to capitalise on the
enormous potential of consumer demand for fresh dairy in China is to
pack your bags.
Headed by former Queenslander
Edgar Collins, AustAsia has built ﬁve
free-stall dairy farms in the temperate
environment of the northern Chinese
province of Shandong, plus another
in Inner Mongolia, to milk 30,000 Holsteins in total.
A seventh farm in Inner Mongolia is
due to come online next year, along
with a processing factory next to
Farm Four.
All farms are a similar size – around
100 hectares with 10 milking cow
barns of 600 head per barn – and milk
5500 to 6000 cows four times a day on
two 80-head fully automated rotary
parlours. Each carry around 12,000
head in total and have cropping areas
attached.
Cows are averaging 38 litres per day
at 3.3 per cent protein and 3.8 to 4pc
fat.
The majority of the milk is sold to
the top four processors in China and
goes to fresh yoghurt, the fastest
growing dairy category in China.
However, AustAsia’s factory, due to

The 80-head rotary parlour in acon.

‘We realised the
potenal was enormous,
with a massive
undersupply of dairy in
a country with billions of
people.’
be up and running by the end of 2017,
is expected to take half the milk produced. It will produce mostly yoghurt.
The total investment per farm has
been around the $US80m mark, including the cost of importing around
35,000 heifers from Australia, mostly
out of Victoria, with a smaller number
coming from New Zealand.
Most have been shipped by West
Australian company Wellards.
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In partnership with Indonesian
agribusiness Japfa and Cargill’s Black
River, AustAsia, as a wholly foreignowned investment on Chinese ground,
had received a warm welcome from
the Chinese government, according
to Mr Collins.
The AustAsia Investment Holdings
managing director was born in New
Guinea, moved to north Queensland
where his family ran a dairy and was
schooled in Sydney.
In 1991, Mr Collins started buying
feed commodities in Indonesia under
the business Collins and Leahy and
went on to build AustAsia’s dairy business in Indonesia, which is today that
country’s market leader in fresh milk,
sold under the Greenﬁelds brand.
A total of 8,000 cows are milked on
one East Java farm with construction
of a second underway.
A third of the Indonesian product is
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Tankers loading AustAsia milk.
exported. AustAsia employes 1700 in
Indonesia and 1200 in China.
The China move, Mr Collins says,
was in reaction to the melamine scare.
“We realised the potential was enormous, with a massive undersupply of
dairy in a country with billions of people,” he said.
The Chinese Government was
‘hugely supportive’ of anyone looking
to build businesses in China, he said.
AustAsia’s farms are on land leased
for a 40-year term, and the governments have assisted with roads,

power connection, irrigation infrastructure and helping to ﬁnd the land
– particularly what is needed for cropping.
“We deal with four tiers of government – shire council, county, city and
provincial and all are very commercially-minded,” Mr Collins said.
“They are about improving the
economic position of their area, they
want to drive industry.
“It’s much easier to do business
here than if you are a foreigner buying
a farm in Australia.

“However, the Chinese Government’s interest is in developing the
Chinese dairy industry, not Australia’s or New Zealand’s – that’s why you
have to come to China.”
AustAsia is now among the top 10
Chinese dairy operations size-wise.
While expansion will be ongoing, Mr
Collins said the golden era of Australian heifers going to China was over.
“We are now producing around
1,200 excess heifers on our farms so
Farm Seven will be supplied by us,” he
said.
D

Cow comfort sll paramount

F

IRST CLASS cow comfort is the focus
at AustAsia’s extensive dairy set-up in
China.
“We’re in the business of keeping cows
happy – everything stems from that,”
managing director Edgar Collins said.
“The rotary parlour, ﬁrst and foremost,
is no-stress and easy on cows.”
Each parlour milks around 5,100 head
in ﬁve hours and runs for 20 hours a day.
Each cow takes eight minutes and 20
seconds to milk.
It takes just one stockman to bring the
cows up from their barn stalls and they
are moved onto the parlour via hydraulic
gates.
Sand is used as bedding in the stalls
and is cleaned when the cow goes out to
milk. Water spray keeps cows cools.
Heifer calves are raised in huts for 70
days, then moved to weaner barns.

Calving is year-round but managers
minimise summer calving as much as possible. Temperatures in Shandong range
from minus 15 degrees Celsius to 40.
The lock-ups in stalls mean cows don’t
have to be put in a crush for pregnancy
tesng and other procedures but rather
stay in their normal seng.
Cows have 24-hour access to open
areas.
“The US is the benchmark globally for
this type of dairying and we have used
their knowledge as a base,” Mr Collins
said.
“We’re proud of the producvity of our
farms – the key is feed, management and
genecs.”
The operaon’s plantaon manager
Queenslander Troy Ziesemer said most
feed for raons was bought locally but
alfalfa hay was sourced from the United

States and oaten hay from South Australia. Corn and sorghum is produced by
AustAsia on adjoining cropland.
Last year, 70 to 80,000 tonnes of corn
was ensiled in September.
Corn-derived silage is the main component of raons.
The deregulaon of China’s corn industry last month is expected to bring AustAsia’s cost down by as much as 10 per cent.
The farmgate milk price, currently at
3.8 Chinese renminbi or around 75 cents
in Australian terms, has dropped from a
peak of 5rmb but was sll very proﬁtable,
Mr Collins said.
“The economy is suﬀering now but
we believe in China in the long-term,” he
said.
“Consumers want fresh product and
there are a lot of consumers. There is a
big future here.”
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Ten-day-old Wagyu Holstein calves in the rearing shed.

Key points

Wagyu fuels dairy shi to beef
✔ Change in operaon
✔ Diversifying to mainfain
cash ﬂow
✔ Ease of calving

$

By Shan Goodwin

A

SWING to beef among dairy
farmers hard hit by plummeting farmgate milk returns looks
even more likely with solid price lifts
for Wagyu cross calves.
Pioneers of Wagyu Holstein crossbreeding in Australia, Victorian company Beefcorp has just announced a
forward contract of $220 per head for
both bull and heifer bobby calves at
seven days.
The deal gets even better for farmers prepared to grow out calves with
$900 available for six to eight-monthold calves.
Third generation Colac milk producer Phil Harris, who has been
supplying calves to the Wagyu-cross
market for 20 years, said those prices
would justify implementing a major
artiﬁcial insemination (AI) program
using Wagyu.
“A lot of dairy farmers down here
are looking for a longer-term alternative – this latest price drop has
been very hard and people have had
enough,” he said.

Wagyu Holstein steaks, marble score 9,
produced by Beefcorp.
“Taking on Wagyus, rearing them
and turning their farm into beef looks
like a good option.”
The Sher family-owned Beefcorp
sends chilled beef, across more than
30 cuts, to high-end markets including
Japan, Taiwan and China.

‘At least this way they
can get a far beer
return for surplus calves.’

Calves are contract reared, grown
out on pasture to 350 to 400 kilograms
liveweight then ﬁnished for 400 days
in a feedlot.

They are processed at 750kg liveweight and the beef exported to 12
countries under the Sher Wagyu and
Sher Black brand.
Demand for the Wagyu Holstein
product across the board was growing, according to Beefcorp managing
director Nick Sher.
There was increasing awareness
of the quality of Australian product,
greater brand recognition and more
inquiry from high-end restaurants, he
said.
“We understand what the dairy
farmers are going through as we’ve
dealt with some tough times over
the years in the beef industry,”
Mr Sher said.
“We’ve been working with dairy
farmers for two decades and with a
growing world market for Wagyu beef,
we can offer a very good return for
dairy farmers who breed their Holstein cows and heifers to our Wagyu
semen.
“At least this way they can get a far
better return for surplus calves.
“The other beneﬁt is Sher Wagyu
semen is highly fertile and the Wagyu
calves have a low birth weight giving
calving ease on heifers.”
With his son Alistair, Mr Harris
milks 600 Holsteins under a pasture• Continued Page 34
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UPDATE FROM THE GARDINER FOUNDATION

Key points

Farmers embrace ImProving Herds project
✔ ImProving Herds is a Gardiner
Dairy Foundaon led and funded
iniave.
✔ The project aims to demonstrate
that beer herd improvement
decisions can increase farm proﬁts
✔ 34 farms are parcipang
✔ Genotyping heifers can be
proﬁtable

T

HIRTY-FOUR dairy farms have
been selected to be Partner
Farms with the ImProving Herds
project. These Partner Farms are located all over Australia, but primarily
in Victoria.
Terry and Janine Clark from Nerrena, Gippsland, Victoria, were happy to
be selected to participate in ImProving Herds.
“We’re excited to be involved in the
ImProving Herds initiative and see it
as an opportunity to better understand the attributes of our herd and
the traits most relevant to sustainable
milk production,” Mr Clark said.
“We believe that improving herd
fertility through genomics will increase proﬁts.”
The Clarks milk about 225 cows producing 606kg milk solids/cow. They
have more than 30 years of experience in breeding and bull selection.
They also took part in Dairy Futures
CRC’s ‘10,000 Holstein Cow Genomes
Project’, which established the genomic reference population.
Trevor Saunders and Anthea Day
are also part of the Improving Herds
project.
They have owned their 150 hectare
dairy farm at Shady Creek, north-east
of Warragul, Victoria, for 10 years.
They breed and milk 350 Jersey
cows that average about 500kg of milk
solids/cow and are in an expansion
phase.
The couple has had a long-standing
interest in genetics through their involvement with breeding organisation, Jersey Australia.
Trevor and Anthea currently use a
Balanced Performance Index (BPI) to
select sires for their herd.
As part of their involvement in ImProving Herds, they aim to be ranked
in the top two per cent for genetic
merit of Jersey herds in Australia.

Terry and Janine Clark from Nerrena, Gippsland, Victoria, are happy to be part of the
ImProving Herds program.

Trevor Saunders and Anthea Day aim
to be ranked in the top two per cent for
genec merit of Jersey herds in Australia.
“We recently travelled to South
Africa to learn more about herd management in a country with similar
weather and grazing country to Australia”, Mr Saunders said.
“They have produced prodigious
cows.
“However, their lack of cohesion
across the entire herd improvement
chain made us much more appreciative of the overall program we have in
Australia.”

How the project came to be
The ImProving Herds project was
born out of a need to make more of
Australia’s industry-wide systems.
A dairy industry analysis estimated
that the genetic gain in cows across
the industry to date was worth $9.30/
cow per annum.
Not bad.
The potential gain, however was
estimated to be $23/cow per annum,
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meaning the industry could be missing out on $25-40 million per annum.
Gardiner Dairy Foundation provided $1.5m for a project that could
capture more of this potential value.
The successful proposal, ImProving Herds, led by prominent scientists
Professor Ben Hayes and Dr Jennie
Pryce, involves a multi-skilled team
of experienced scientists, leading
farmers and extension experts from
around Australia and the world.
Dairy Australia, the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, Australian Dairy
Herd Improvement Scheme, Holstein
Australia and the National Herd Improvement Association put forward
a further combined $1.8m in-kind and
cash contribution to achieve this important goal.
The three-year project aims to improve rates of genetic gain by testing
the value of a range of genetic and
herd improvement tools and technologies to better understand which are
the most proﬁtable for an individual
farm to use.
Organised into four work packages,
the project will:
1. Test whether the highest 50 per
cent Balanced Proﬁt Index (BPI) cows
on 27 partner farms are more proﬁtable than the bottom 50pc. Proﬁt will
be assessed by a Dairy Farm Monitor
style analysis, which is completely independent from the genetic analysis.
2. Find the break-even point for
using genomic testing on heifers.
3. Test how increases in genetic
merit for the Feed Saved breeding
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‘They (South Africa) have
produced prodigious
cows. However, their lack
of cohesion across the
enre herd improvement
chain made us much
more appreciave of the
overall program we have
in Australia.’
value, which reﬂects feed efﬁciency,
impacts feed costs and methane
emissions.
4. Demonstrate the management
and economic beneﬁts of herd testing
on seven partner farms.

Genotyping makes for
beer decisions
Genomic testing of heifer calves can
be a proﬁtable tool to use in commercial dairy herds.
Genotyping provides more conﬁdence in future performance than
other predictors, such as the average
of parent breeding values, and using
genomics helps to increase the prospect of milking the best heifers.
One genomic test gives Australian
Breeding Values (ABVs) with the same
reliability as a cow’s ABVs with eight
lactations worth of information.
Having genomic ABVs makes it easier to identify higher merit heifers and
that has a range of potential applications.
The information from genomic testing can be used to:
• Assist with making sound decisions about which heifers to keep and
sell.
• Save rearing costs by selling surplus heifers earlier.
• Design mating programs.
• Decide when to use other technologies, like sexed semen.
To test the proﬁtability of selecting
replacement heifers using genomic
breeding values, the ImProving Herds
project has developed software which
can be tailored for individual farmer’s
production systems.
The models in the software demonstrate that genomic testing is profitable for most Australian farms at

The locaon of the ImProving Herds Genecs Partner Farms.
current pricing levels, if that farm produces surplus heifers.
Making the right decisions affects
the bottom line. In one test farm, 36
heifer calves were genomically tested,
costing $1,800.
Based on the ABVs determined
from the genomic test, the model predicts the production, reproductive
performance and health of each heifer
based on an extensive data set.
A rigorous economic framework
put a value on these characteristics
and estimated the return on the investment. The number of calves to be
kept is set by the farm’s replacement
strategy. There was a solid return on
investment when 20 of the available
female calves were kept.
The genomic test showed these animals had the highest genetic merit of
the 36 available.
Over the lifetime of those heifer
calves, the farm would expect a return
of about $1,500 on the investment in

genomic testing, on top of the conﬁdence of knowing the best animals
have been brought into the milking
herd.
With sexed semen, more surplus
heifer calves may be produced in
some cases, which means the beneﬁts
of genomic testing can be greater.
The models developed by the ImProving Herds team include the possibility of using sexed semen, with
adjusted fertility parameters.
An online selection tool is being
developed as a result of the research,
which can be used by farmers to test
the proﬁtability of scenarios applicable to their system.
In summary, herds that are likely to
see a positive ﬁnancial return from genomic testing heifers:
• Produce heifer calves surplus to
requirements.
• Have low-moderate herd turnover rates.
• Have a good reproduction rate. D
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based system at “Writhgil”, Larpent,
near Colac.
Two hundred heifers a year are
joined, the pick put through an AI program using Holstein sexed semen.
“We then load the paddock with
Wagyu bulls supplied by Beefcorp,”
Mr Harris said.
The Wagyu-cross calves are sold
back to Beefcorp at 10 days.
The Harris’ have been joining latercalving cows to Holstein bulls for the
export market to China and to meet
local demand.
That has been a strong market in recent years, with 12-month-old heifers
making as much as $1200.
However, with China having built
up numbers signiﬁcantly, and no current appetite for growth in Australia,
the Wagyu-cross option is much more
competitive.
“We might well swing into beef in a
much bigger way,” Mr Harris said.
There were three big reasons
“Writhgil” ﬁrst became involved with

Phil and Alistair Harris have
supplemented their dairy income with
Waygu calves.
Wagyu beef and stayed in the game so
long, Mr Harris said.
“It is a guaranteed outlet for our
surplus calves and Wagyu-crosses

are worth twice what Holstein calves
are,” he said.
“Even at the moment with the nationwide cattle shortage, there is little
demand for dairy bull calves. There is
very limited interest in young veal.”
Possibly the greatest beneﬁt, however, has been the ease of calving the
Wagyu element brings.
“They are a very veal-like animal,
dynamically shaped for calving, with
low birth weights,” Mr Harris said.
“That means no calving problems
with heifers and that is of enormous
value.”
Finally, the Harris’ don’t have to
breed or source bulls.
“Bulls are only nuisances to a dairy
farmer,” Mr Harris said.
Wagyus were good to work with, he
said.
“They are a bit different looking in
your paddock but have a good temperament and very intelligent,” he
said.
“The calves are small and active
and easy to teach to feed.”
D

Dairy crisis forces change in thinking

C

ASINO, NSW, dairy farmers Ben and
Tennielle Gould are diversifying into
beef in order to make ends meet.
Not that they are struggling under the
burden of their drinking milk contract for
the insaable Queensland market.
Quite the opposite in fact. The price
they receive from Parmalat, including
bonuses for clean cell count, high protein
and fat comes to nearly 60 cents a litre,
which is almost unbelievable considering
the deals brokered further south.
The self-suﬃcient pasture and cropping system combined with sensible cow
genecs that espouse moderate milkers
are the cornerstones of success at the
Gould’s cluster of farms on the banks of
the Richmond at Greenridge, east of Casino.
Ben’s father John is given full credit for
developing this enterprise from scratch,
created oﬀ the back of shrewd business
decisions, clever ming and a bold approach to debt.
Why the need for beef? It has to do
with succession.
“I think my dad always wanted me to
make my own way, like he did,” Mr Gould
said, whose father is now struggling with
the swily ghtening grip of demena.
The illness is hard to look at in a man who
has been so successful in his primary producon career.
Fortunately the elder Gould was good
at passing on knowledge which has ena-

The Gould family, Charlee, Tennielle and Ben, from Greenridge are dairy farmers
invesng in beef to secure a future on the land.
bled the youngers’ foray into beef to follow some of those proven pathways.
“Dad always said buy your cale before
you buy the farm,” said Mr Gould.
Last February the young couple took
a punt and purchased 156 cross-bred
weaner heifers on a carefully planned
hunch that restocker demand would push
prices higher than the 312 cents/kg average paid at Lismore and Casino sales.
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Agistment was crucial and with help
from dairy hand and cane farming neighbour Damian Murphy the Goulds found
good country at Coraki, 10 minutes away.
If the current climate connues as it
seems – spring grazing in Queensland
looks promising – the Gould’s will oﬄoad
in February and perhaps make enough return to place a deposit on their ﬁrst block
of independent land.
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Corn harvesng at the normal chop height.

Improving the quality of corn silage
✔ Trial shows promising
results with home-grown
forage
✔ High-chop corn could
allow grain to be removed from
diet
✔ Requires special harvesng for
silage

Key points

$

T

HE Queensland Government’s
C4Milk project team, in partnership with Dairy Australia and the
University of Queensland, recently
completed the High Milk from Forage
Developmental Trial with extremely
promising results.
The trial showed that with a total
mixed ration (TMR) or partial mixed
ration (PMR) diet, if the silages and
pastures are high quality, cows could
consume 90 per cent forage in a diet
with little grain or protein meal with
intakes recorded between 18-24 kilograms of dry matter per cow per day.
High-chop corn was a signiﬁcant
proportion of the diets in phase one
of the developmental trial, both within the TMR and PMR rations.
The improved forage quality of
high-chop corn relative to normal
corn silage, which was seen as a reduction in ﬁbre and an increase in
starch content, gave each diet the
ability for grain to be removed completely without compromising production.
High-chop corn requires the plant
to be harvested slightly higher at 40

centimetres compared with the normal 10 centimetres above ground level, leaving behind more of the woody
ﬁbrous stem.
Cutting the corn higher reduced
the yield by 1.5 tonnes DM/ha, but
the starch increased by eight per cent
(or three percentage units) compared
with the same crop harvested as normal corn silage.
The Neutral Detergent Fibre (NDF)
percentage was also lower, which
means the cow could consume more
feed, hence potentially produce more
milk. See Table 2 for more details on
the quality differences between highchop and normal-chop corn silage.
The ﬁrst step in producing highchop corn is to reduce the seeding
rate from 100,000 seeds/ha to 80,000
seeds/ha. Research conducted by
Paciﬁc Seeds and the Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries on three common corn varieties
demonstrated that the best yield with
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higher starch levels were achieved at
80,000 seeds/ha.
The second step in achieving highchop corn is to harvest at the right
time, that is, when the starch line is
half way down the corn kernel. This
should result in the most effective
processing of the corn kernel, ensure
the best availability of starch and the
ideal dry matter of 32-33 per cent for
silage.
At the point of harvest farmers
need to have the fortitude to direct
the silage contractor to harvest at
40cm. The contractor will clearly
want to harvest lower as the more
they harvest per hectare the greater
the beneﬁt to them. However, the results in Table 2 clearly demonstrate
the beneﬁt of harvesting at 40cm.
The results demonstrates the following:
1. Yield was reduced by 1.5 tonnes
DM/ha when corn is high-chopped.
2. The starch was three percentage
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units higher, meaning more energy for
milk.
3. The NDF is ﬁve percentage units
lower, meaning if corn is 30-50 per
cent of the cow’s daily intake, then it
has a substantial effect on the cow’s
ability to consume a lot more feed in
24 hours.
4. No difference was seen in crude
protein percentage.
5. The energy was higher in highchop corn by 0.5 megajoules of metabolisable energy per kg DM, so if
a cow is eating 10kg DM/ day (about
30kg as-fed) of high-chop corn, it
would equate to an extra 1.0 litres of
milk per cow per day.
The cost of high-chop corn is comparable with normal chop, but the
real beneﬁt of high-chop corn is hidden in the detail.
Table 3 shows that there is little difference in the cost of the silage or the
starch within the two silages.
The cost of including starch from
bought-in corn grain would be 53
cents/kg if the corn was bought at
$335/tonnes. Clearly either corn silage is an alternative to bought-in
grain with a potential saving of up to
16 cents/kg starch.
However, high-chop corn has one
important advantage over the normal
chop corn silage — it is lower in NDF
percentage, thus allowing a cow to eat
more forage (it is widely known that a
cow can consume one per cent of its
body weight as NDF per day).
In the most basic terms, high-chop
corn is superior silage as it allows the
cow to consume greater amounts of
feed(s), potentially leading to more
milk production, which highlights the
key message that forage quality is the
key driver of proﬁtable milk production (see Table 4).
The C4Milk project is investigating
ways of increasing the amount of quality forage a cow can eat to reduce the
reliance on bought-in concentrates.
The high-chop corn is an excellent
example of how tweaking the sowing
rate and the chop height could result
in silage that costs the same as normal chop corn, but with more milk
potential. Consider what impact this
management strategy may have on
the business and join other farmers
who are going to make these changes
to their normal regime this year.
In the next few months, the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
(DAF) will run a series of ﬁeld days in
the subtropical region. The ﬁrst ﬁeld
days will be focused on forages that
farmers can grow for silage or to graze
this summer.
D

High chop corn harvest height compared with normal chop harvest height.
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Market connues to improve

Key points

By John Droppert
Industry Analyst
Dairy Australia

I

✔ Market recovery expected in 2017
but volality ahead
✔ Domesc market remains steady
✔ Processing sector set to be
searching for more milk to
capitalise on export opportunies

NTERNATIONAL dairy commodity
markets have staged a signiﬁcant
recovery in recent months, with
prices increasing by over 20 per cent
as global supply and demand slowly
return to better balance.
Sentiment has raced ahead of the
fundamentals, with price rises arriving earlier and more rapidly than expected. This is a good reason to be
cautious, as reverses in sentiment are
a serious risk until the fundamentals
catch up.
Nonetheless, the oversupply issue
that has maintained downward pressure on commodity pricing for so
long looks to be receding, with New
Zealand, Australia, and (increasingly)
Europe seeing milk production track
below year-ago levels.
Despite only a modest slowdown in
production, European supplies have
tightened noticeably for several commodities, pushing prices higher. In
particular, butter buyers have been
caught short at times, with spot availability limited by forward sales, and
cream production having taken precedence. This has been a trigger for buyers, and has led to a lift in commodity
prices globally.
China has also been a factor. Exports to Greater China grew by nearly 20pc in volume terms over the 12
months to June 2016; with butter, liquid milk and infant formula among the
biggest movers.
Outside China, demand is presenting a mixed picture.
Mexico is up, Southeast Asia has
slowed slightly (down 1pc), Russia remains absent thanks to ongoing sanctions, and the Middle East continues

Global dairy commodity prices.
to struggle due to lower oil revenues.
Since prices began to rise, buyers have been more actively seeking
product, but resistance to further increases is building.
Further recovery into 2017 is likely,
but it will be overlaid with ongoing
price volatility.
In southeastern Australia, better
rainfall and falling input prices have
helped offset some of the pain of
lower farmgate returns, though the
recent excessively wet conditions are
impacting milk quality, fodder conservation, and causing direct damage via
ﬂooding.
Domestic-focused regions have experienced relative stability in margins
and weather conditions, and milk production is steady or higher in Queensland and Western Australia.
Combined with the enormous variation that already exist in margins and
farm business management strategies
between regions, processors and individual farms, these factors are making
an ‘overall’ view of the season difﬁcult
to deﬁne.
Having commenced with two
months of signiﬁcant year-on-year
declines in national milk intakes (averaging nearly 10pc), 2016/17 is still
expected to be better than the preceding season in terms of both costs
and seasonal conditions.
Farmgate prices remain low however, keeping margins tight or negative
for most farmers.
This, the ongoing impacts of the
2015/16 price step-down, and the cur-

rent ﬂooding are likely to limit production through 2016/17.
The impact on milk volumes is expected to moderate as the season
progresses and the beneﬁts of higher
rainfall and lower costs accrue.
The Australian domestic market
remains characteristically steady,
though there have been some notable
changes within key categories.
Full cream milk sales have increased their share of the fresh white
segment, up 7pc in terms of volume,
and 9pc by value, reﬂecting an ongoing shift away from modiﬁed (reduced
fat) milk varieties.
Full cream now accounts for 61pc of
the fresh white milk category, up from
54pc only three years ago as consumer attitudes towards dairy fats evolve.
Branded milk has regained market
share from supermarkets’ private label in the fresh white milk category,
with branded sales volumes increasing by 7pc, while private label fell by
nearly 2pc.
Notwithstanding the stability of
the domestic market, as the returns
from international sales recover, the
processing sector will again be seeking extra milk to capitalise on renewed export opportunities.
It won’t all be smooth sailing
though.
Rain and lower input prices are
most welcome and the international
market is in much better balance now,
but the sobering realities of market
risk and ongoing challenges behind
the farmgate can’t be ignored.
D
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Celebrity foodies back Aussie dairy
✔ Push for greater dairy
consumpon
✔ Women over 50 are not geng
their daily dairy intake

S

OME of Australia’s favourite food
experts have thrown their support behind Australian dairy, donating recipes and inspirational tips
as content for Dairy Australia’s new
Fit, Fab & 50 cookbook, which was
launched during Healthy Bones Action Week.
Inside the covers of the free book
are household names including Maggie Beer, Lyndey Milan, Kate McGhie,
Christine Manﬁeld and Catherine
Saxelby, sharing their cumulative culinary know-how and a host of motivating lifestyle advice.
It’s an inspiring collection of mouthwatering recipes to help Australian
women increase their consumption
of calcium-rich dairy foods, coupled
with personal insights and experiences from the contributors around
healthy living and loving life.
Virtually no Australian women over
50 are eating the daily four serves
from the dairy food group as recommended in the updated Australian Dietary Guidelines.
What’s more this age group is most
at risk of losing up to 10 per cent of
their skeleton following menopause.
The Fit, Fab & 50 cookbook was developed to help counteract this problem and inspire people to get creative
when it comes to cooking and enjoying dairy foods as well as encouraging
regular weight bearing exercise and
safe sun exposure for vitamin D – the
three ingredients for healthy bones.
“Getting four serves from the dairy
food group a day may sound overwhelming,” concedes Amanda Menegazzo from Dairy Australia’s The
Dairy Kitchen.
“But it can be quite straightforward.
“Take our Spicy Carrot and Coriander Soup with Parmesan Toast for
example, one serve of this meal will
provide you with a sumptuously tasty
– and low cost – dinner, enriched with
one of your four serves of dairy for
the day.
“Or, take a tip from our Legendairy ambassador Karen Martini who

Dairy Australia launched it’s new Fit, Fab & 50 cookbook which can be ordered at
legendairy.com.au/ﬁab50cookbook
shares her favourite snack idea of
sprinkling a pot of Greek yoghurt with
walnuts, ﬂoral honey and slices of
fresh white peach.
“A heavenly way to glide your way
through ‘3:30itis’ and do your bones
a favour too.”
Leading food writer, chef and Fit,
Fab & 50 contributor Kate McGhie,
who contributed her Luxe Creme Caramel to the project, is a big dairy fan.
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Kate, grew up on a farm in Victoria’s
Western District and says dairy is in
her DNA.
In her words: “Nothing beats
tongue tingling yoghurt, the silkiness
of cream, the tang of buttermilk and
the choice of cheese.”
D
Order your free hard copy of the
Fit, Fab & 50 cookbook from www.
legendair y.com.au/fitfab50cookbook
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New network brings women together

I

N response to requests from women in dairy all around the country,
Dairy Australia recently launched
the online ‘Australia’s Legendairy
Women’s Network’ (ALWN).
Powered by Legendairy, ALWN celebrates and acknowledges the spirit
and determination of women in the
dairy industry by connecting dairy
women from across Australia.
In a little over a month 200 women
have joined the network and word is
spreading fast.
Dairy Australia farmer communications and engagement manager Suzi
O’Dell, who was behind the concept,
said the network provided women
with a forum for discussion, and the
opportunity to improve their skills,
and add value to their dairy businesses and their communities.
“There are so many strong, amazing
women involved in the dairy industry,
who form the back bone of many busi-

nesses, boards, committees and organisations, and we need to support
them and encourage their enthusiasm
and commitment,” Ms O’Dell said.
“They play an integral role in the
success and long-term future of this
great industry and there’s a lot to be
said about coming together to share
the load. Women get a lot of value out
of each other’s company.”

ALWN aims to work alongside, support and connect its members.
All women with an afﬁliation with
dairy, whether they work in the industry, work or live on a dairy farm, are a
dairy farmer, or are involved in dairy
through agricultural studies, are encouraged to join.
Just ﬁll in the registration page at
ALWN.legendairy.com.au and follow
the link to become a member of the
ALWN Facebook group – a closed Facebook page.
The ALWN website will soon be under construction.
D
Suzi O’Dell can be contacted at:
sodell@dairyaustralia.com.au

Deborah Parkes, with daughter Connie,
has signed up to the ALWN facebook
page.
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China ghtens rules on infant formula
✔ China changes the rules around
infant formula
✔ Registraon needed before sale
✔ Must be scienﬁcally supported

C

HINA is introducing new regulations for domestic and imported
infant formula in a bid to further increase quality and food safety
standards throughout the country.
The China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) now requires registration of infant formula brands and
product formulations before they can
be sold in the China market.
CFDA began accepting applications
to register brands on October 1. There
will be a transition period until January 1, 2018, at which point it will be
mandatory for all infant formula product brands to be CFDA registered.
Applications to register infant formula brands will need to include information about the ingredients and

‘China wants
to encourage
manufacturers with a
long-term interest in the
market who know their
customers ...’
composition of each product. The
new rules will limit factories in China
and offshore exporters to registering a maximum of three brands, with
each brand having no more than three
formulations.
The formulations must be unique
and differences in formulations must
be scientiﬁcally supported.
Dairy Australia manager international market access Stewart Davey
said the new regulation was a move

to ensure the infant formula products available were of a high quality
and extremely safe for this vulnerable
consumer group.
“China wants to encourage manufacturers with a long-term interest in
the market who know their customers and understand their needs and
requirements,” Mr Davey said.
“The Australian dairy industry supports this approach.
“It’s important to establish a base
of strong brands in the market so Chinese consumers, parents in particular, have a great belief and trust in the
safety and nutritional quality of our
branded products on offer.
“That way we can build loyalty and
a strong market share.”
Product in the China market prior
to January 1, 2018, but not yet registered with the CFDA will be allowed to
remain in the market for sale until the
use-by date has expired.
D
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REGISTER BY

JANUARY 27
FOR OUR

EARLY BIRD
RATE!

BEYOND THE
FARM GATE

FEBRUARY 14 – 16, 2017

AUSTRALIAN
DAIRY CONFERENCE

PLATINUM PARTNER

For further details
contact Bradley
on 0412 461 392
bradley@ccem.com.au

www.australiandairyconference.com.au

VR4018352

NATIONAL WINE CENTRE, ADELAIDE

THE AUSTRALIAN DAIRY CONFERENCE 2017
PROGRAM AT A GLANCE:
Tuesday 14 February
Welcome Function, supported by Devondale Murray Goulburn at the National Wine Centre,
Adelaide

Wednesday 15 February
Morning Session – Global Markets –
Can you handle the truth?

Movements in the global market have a profound impact on Australia’s farmgate dairy
prices, but the picture of what’s happening in dairy markets throughout the world is often
not so clear. We’ve invited speakers from Europe, Asia and the Middle East to give their take
on what’s happening on the ground in their part of the world.
Facilitated by Rabobank’s Tim Hunt, this will be an open and honest conversation.
Mr Tim Hunt – General Manager, Food & Agribusiness Research and Advisory, Rabobank
Australia
Mr Piet Boer – Chair of Friesland Campina Dairy Cooperative U.A 2011 - 2016
Mr John O’Loghlen – General Manager, Business Development, Alibaba Tmall.
Mr Tom Trimble – Head of strategic development, Almarai

Afternoon Session - Outside the
square; a peek through the
looking glass

There is no magic bullet for success in farm business, but being open to new ideas can
be beneficial. This session will look at some unique SA dairy businesses who each saw
an opportunity to differentiate themselves from the crowd and have since taken their
operations to another level.
Nick Hutchinson – Manager Fleurieu Milk and Yoghurt Company
Sheree Sullivan – Udder Delights Cheese
Kris Lloyd and Corey Jones – Woodside Cheese Wrights
Industry Dinner supported by Raboank at the Adelaide Oval

Thursday 16 February
Morning Session: Profitable
Production & Delving into
the figures

This session will start with an outside perspective on the cost of dairy production and how
farmers from other countries are tackling low milk prices, sustainability, profitability and
having flexible farming systems
Helwi Tacoma – Dairy Consultant, Intelact, New Zealand
Rick Hoksbergen – Scientific Team for Analysis and Research (STAR), European Dairy
Farmers
We continue into an interactive session with four dairy consultants and farmers presenting
their differing farming systems and speaking about their business figures and how
they have adapted to the 16/17 season. Neil Lance will showcase key strengths of each
businesses and what strategies the farmers/consultants think have worked so far.

Afternoon Session: Where can
science and new technologies
take us?

Dr David Henry – Research Leader – Digital Agriculture, CSIRO Agriculture

Afternoon Session: It’s all about
attitude

Disruption is a part of everyday life. How we react to disruption is ultimately what defines
us. How can we gain perspective, have gratitude, and the ability to face up to these
challenges and look for the opportunity in adversity? This session will give us some insight
on how can we learn to tolerate and even like disruption?

Richard Romano – Program Manager - Feedbase & Animal Nutrition - Farm Profit and
Capability, Dairy Australia

Andrew Cavill – Dairy Farmer, South Australia
Sam Bailey – Beef Cattle Farmer and Best Selling Author

VR4056344

VR4018352

Neil Lane – Farm Business Capability Program Manager, Dairy Australia

Milking Robots
they work for me.

Jason Chilcott,
Tasmania, 450 Cows

delaval.com.au | 1800 817 199

VR4032681

B&DEL0140

Since I converted about 150 cows to robots last year, I haven’t got any better with
computers, but to be fair I haven’t had to. The cows get it, it works and I have more
time to focus on managing the farm rather than milking. It’s an approach that works
for me, and there’s no reason it wouldn’t work for you. Visit DeLaval.com.au/robot
to find out how my first year with DeLaval robots worked for me. Much more than
milking robots.
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Community energy powering people
✔ Community power gaining
momentum
✔ Beneﬁts on oﬀer
✔ Potenal $8000 saving in energy
bills

By Alex Druce

M

ORE farmers are powering
up and hoping to fatten their
wallets by hosting community-funded clean energy projects that
can slash electricity bills and free up
cash elsewhere on-farm.
Rural towns are reaping the rewards too, with regional clean-energy
investors getting a return on solar,
wind, and biofuel systems being ﬁtted
on farmers’ land, while local contractors are getting the jobs to ﬁt them.
Community power projects are not
new but more are buying in to the
concept.
Sydney-based co-founder of the
social enterprise Community Power
Agency (CPA) Nicky Ison said community energy was the ideal carrot for
mid-scale businesses and producers
to go green.
And, with a bit of government attention and an unravelling of the crowdfunding red tape, Ms Ison said the rewards can only get richer for regional
Australia.
“It’s still new, it’s still hard, but the
beneﬁts are there – it just needs to be
made easier for investors, the businesses, and the community groups
pulling it all together,” Ms Ison said.
Ms Ison and the CPA lobbies for and
guides 70 Community Power Organisations (CPOs) across the country.
There are 31 CPOs in NSW, including 22 in regional areas.
Each CPO draws from its own pool
of investors to fund sustainable energy projects on regional businesses,
such as farms.
Businesses deemed suitable by the
CPOs – usually enterprises with intensive year-round electricity use such
as piggeries, dairies, or hotels – earn
savings from producing their own energy while using the cash that would
have gone to buying and installing the
system for more pressing needs.
The initial cost of the systems is
borne by the CPOs’ investors, who
currently get about a seven per cent
return on their upfront outlay via
the kilowatt hours produced, which,
in some cases, has seen a break-

Nowra dairy farmer Keith Anderson said he is looking forward to a drop in his annual
energy bill aer geng a 30kW community-funded solar system installed.

Community energy
working for farmers
• Community energy projects are solar,
wind, or biofuel systems funded by local investors who are sourced by notfor-proﬁt Community Power Organisaons (CPOs).
• Farmers and regional businesses contact their preferred CPO, who assess
the viability of the project and whether
it creates mutual beneﬁts.
• The community investment model allows farmers to focus their capital on
more pressing needs.
• Farmers beneﬁt from cleaner, cheaper power over the 10 to 15-year contract, while investors get about a seven
per cent return on their outlay via the
energy produced.
• Farmers keep the generator aer the
contract is up.
even scenario within four years of a
project’s 10 to 15-year contract.
Once the contract is ﬁnished, the
business or producer keeps the generator for free. Solar community power projects have sprung up across the
Central West and New England. Now,
dairy farmers on the South Coast are
getting a piece of the action.
Nowra dairy farmer Keith Anderson said he was looking forward to
an $8,000 drop in his annual energy
bill after getting a community-funded
30kW roof-mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) system installed recently.
Mr Anderson, who runs Anderson
Dairy Farm with his brother Paul
at Numbaa, NSW, said the seed was
planted when he met with Chris Coop-

er, president of not-for-proﬁt CPO RePower Shoalhaven last year.
Mr Anderson’s robotic dairy operates 24 hours a day, making it the ideal candidate for a community- funded
energy project.
“We’ve got 240 cows who basically
milk themselves – mostly during the
day too,” Mr Anderson said.
“Our bill would probably be $7000
to $8000 a quarter.”
Mr Anderson said a 10-year contract for their solar system would give
them power at a reduced rate.
“We’re hoping for $8000 off our bill.
And we can use the money we would
have used on the panels for other
things.”
Mr Cooper said the Anderson’s
dairy was one of four projects it had
organised from its $140,000 community investment pool, including a 100kW
solar PV on the Shoalhaven Heads
Bowling Club, a local bakery, and a
signwriting business.
For projects to comply with current
ASIC’s small scale offering rules, the
number of investors is limited to 20 in
any 12-month period, meaning a substantial clean energy project is out of
reach of anyone but the most wealthy.
Ms Ison is hopeful of convincing the
federal government to back the CPA’s
Smart Energy Communities Campaign
and hand over $150 million funding in
forward estimates, plus $460 million
over 10 years, to create a series of
‘community powerhouses’.
She said these powerhouses would
provide technical and legal know-how
as well as start-up funding to kickstart DIY clean energy projects across
the country.
D
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Largest roboc dairy farm in the world

A

CHILEAN dairy farm is to become the largest robotic farm in
the world.
Fundo El Risquillo, a large farm
in Chile with 6,500 dairy cows, has
signed an agreement to install 64 DeLaval VMS milking robots making it the
world’s largest robotic milking farm.
The farm, owned by Agr¡cola Ancali
and part of the Bethia Group, already
has 16 DeLaval VMS installed and has
seen the results.
The farm has an average yield of
45.2 litres for the 920 cows going
through the robotic milking system.
That is a 10 per cent increase in milk
production from before as well as a reduction in labour costs.
Agricola Ancali chief executive
Pedro Heller said it was all about
doing more with less
“The beneﬁts have been remarkable,” Mr Heller said. “More production, better animal welfare conditions
and less stress for the cows.”
He said the project included two
stages.

Fundo El Risquillo staﬀ are eagerly
awaing the installaon of 64 DeLaval
VMS milking robots, making it the
world’s largest roboc milking farm.
“Firstly, we compared the beneﬁts
of using DeLaval VMS systems with
the rotary milking system.
“We started using robots for 500
cows and saw the economic beneﬁts.
When we realized it was possible to
improve production per cow by 10
per cent and reduce stress on the cow
we decided to further explore.
“During the second stage we decided to modify the farm, changing our
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conventional milking system for an
automatic milking system.
“The plan is to have our best 4,500
cows milked by DeLaval VMS. We believe we have a perfect set up should
we decide to grow more in the future.”
The barn has a range of other
cow comfort solutions from DeLaval including ventilation systems,
cow cooling, rubber ﬂooring, swinging cow brushes, water troughs and
illumination.
When the new installation is complete, 4,500 cows will be milked robotically while one rotary will remain for
fresh and special needs cows. There
are currently four rotaries operating.
While many farmers see DeLaval
VMS as a robot for smaller operations,
Mr Heller calculated after the ﬁrst installation that there was a clear return
on investment together with the other
cow comfort solutions.
The El Fundo Risquillo farm is
500km south of Santiago and is part
of a larger operation including a beef
farming operation and a stud farm. D
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Sun helps slash dairy bills

W

HEN the sun shines on Katandra West – and it often does
– Gayle and Laurie Clark kick
their machinery into gear.
The Legendairy farmers from near
Shepparton in Victoria’s Goulburn
Valley have installed a 30 kilowatt
solar system on their dairy shed roof
that allows them to run power hungry
appliances free of charge.
“We only get an eight cent tariff for
feeding back into the grid, which is a
poor return, so we try to use as much
sunshine power as we can,” Ms Clark
said.
“During the day when it’s sunny, I
operate the roller mill and in the summertime we use the power from the
system to operate the recycled water
pump.”
Using solar energy to run irrigation
pumps closes the loop on a system
that uses water and energy extremely
efﬁciently.
Paddocks are ﬂood irrigated, with
run-off feeding into recycled water
dams.
That water is then pumped – using
solar energy where possible – back
onto paddocks, rather than re-entering the local river system.
Efﬂuent from the dairy is used in a
similar fashion, with the nutrient-rich
liquid pumped back onto paddocks to
grow more grass for the cows.
“We use everything that we can,”
Ms Clark said.
The solar electricity system has
slashed power bills by a third, from
$6000 a quarter to $4000 every three
months.
While it was expensive to install, it
has been paid-off in just three years,
rather than the six to seven years the
Clarks had initially estimated.
With a lifespan of 25-30 years for the
117 panel system, the initial outlay is
looking like an increasingly good investment.
“We could see the price rises coming, so when an interest free offer
came along we took it. It took three
years to pay off and I’d certainly do it
again,” Ms Clark said.
For farmers like the Clarks, being responsible custodians of the land goes
hand-in-hand with running a good
farm business.
Ms Clark said almost every farm
in the region now has recycled water
systems in place, ensuring that a valuable commodity is kept on farm and

Gayle Clark with some of the 117 solar panels that have been installed at her
Katandra West dairy farm.
no waste is sent back into local waterways.
“I’m not sure our city counterparts
realise how connected and how appreciative we are of our environment,” she said.
“We are trying our very, very best
to look after our environment.”
For Ms Clark, installing solar pan-

els to help power the farm is part of
a philosophy of making the most of
technology and innovation.
D
Australia’s Legendairy farmers are
committed to ensuring a sustainable future for current and future generations:
www.sustainabledairyoz.com.au
For more Legendairy stories, head to
legendairy.com.au

Our roller mills are the most efficient
way to process grain, due to low
maintenance, high flow rate and
tonnage to kilowatts. We can
convert most systems from blanket
feed to individual feed.
We also make irrigation pumps in
6”and 8” for all of your recycling
needs and EFFLUENT POND USE.
DON’T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST!!!
VR2203742
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The ID tag on the calf’s collar acvates the feeding robot which mixes a controlled amount of powdered formula.

Key points

Wisconsin robot dairy delivers
✔ Robots helped with worklife balance
✔ Unskilled, unexperienced
labour versus roboc assistance
✔ Pellet amounts are determined by
milk producon

By Mark Phelps

S

OME 16 years ago Wisconsin
dairy farmer Peter Knigge was
faced with a tough decision.
He could either employ labour on
his 240-hectare farm, or he could help
pioneer the use of robotics in the US
dairy industry.
Despite being in the infancy of development, Mr Knigge chose to make
a million-dollar investment in robotics
and associated infrastructure.
“We faced the challenge of having
no experience with hired labour and,
at that time, labour for dairy farms
was very scarce,” Mr Knigge said.
Mr Knigge, his wife Theo and their
son Charlie milk 110 Holstein cows at
Omro, about 300km north of Chicago.
The cows are housed in a sand-stall
barn and are free to enter the robotic
milking machine at any time. Some
cows choose to be milked four and
ﬁve times a day.
He said what really crystalised his

The udder is automacally washed and the claw aached by the robot. Each cup
drops oﬀ independently as milk ﬂow decreases.

‘You eventually pay oﬀ
a robot, you never stop
paying oﬀ labour.’
decision to make the leap to the new
technology being developed by the
Dutch company Lely was the economic reality of robots.
“You eventually pay off a robot,” Mr
Knigge said. “You never stop paying
off labour.
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“We could also see there was a lot
less stress on the cows. The cows are
milked when they want to be milked,
as often as they want to be milked.
“Equally importantly the robots
freed us up from the dairy. Now there
is time not just to better manage the
farm but enjoy a better lifestyle.”
Knigge Farm was one of several
farms visited by a group of Australian
and New Zealand farmers
The Knigges have two second generation Lely Astronaut robotic milking
machines in their purpose-built sand-
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A Lely robot is used to keep the feed raon up to the cows.
stall barn. The milking herd is split
into two groups of 55 cows ﬁtted with
electronic ID tags that communicate
with the robot.
The cows literally milk themselves
by entering the robotic milking machine, attracted by the high energy
pellets dispensed by the feeder at the
front of the milking unit.
“The purpose formulated high energy pellets are what attract each cow
into the robot. Cows in milk crave energy.” The number of pellets each cow
receives is determined by its level of
milk production.
Cows that have received their allocated ration are immediately present-

Wisconsin dairy farmers Pete and Theo Knigge and their son
Charlie pioneered the use of robocs in the US dairy industry.

ed with an open exit gate, allowing the
next cow to enter the unit.
Likewise, an alert is triggered if a
young cow has not been milked within
a set number of hours.
Charlie Knigge said educating the
cows to the robotic system was an important task.
“Educating young cows to the robot
can be a challenge but as soon as they
realise the high energy pellets are in
front of them, they generally settle in
very quickly,” he said.
The calves are fed in a separate
barn using another Lely robot system.
A sensor reads the ID tag of the hungry calf when it seeks to drink from

the artiﬁcial teat in the pen. If the calf
is scheduled to be fed the robot delivers controlled amounts of instantly
mixed milk.
Alltech dairy consultant Tom Lorenzen said there had been signiﬁcant
growth in robotic dairy technology,
particularly in smaller, family operations.
“Farmers are increasingly seeing
that milking robots are a way of freeing up time and overcoming labour
issues,” Mr Lorenzen said. “There are
plenty of advantages in managing the
performance and health of the herd.”
*Mark Phelps travelled to Wisconsin as a guest of Alltech.
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Invesng for the longer term
✔ Grant assistance for
infrastructure
✔ $10,000 up for gRrabs from
Lion Landcare Grants
✔ Huge power savings

I

NVESTMENT in new technology
has reduced energy use at one
Mooroopna North dairy by up to
40 per cent.
The reduction came from installation of a variable speed drive (VSD)
connected to the farm’s vacuum
pumps and a heat recovery unit.
Using a $10,000 Lion Landcare
Grant, the Pivacs family, who have a
300-hectare farm, was able to replace
aging machinery in the dairy shed
that was a continuous drain on energy
consumption.
The VSD has also reduced the noise
experienced in the cowshed and allowed the family to milk the herd
more quickly.
It has also meant more milk can be
extracted from each cow.
“The dairy shed is quieter and less
stressful for the cows, which is better
for them and us,” Mr Pivac said.
Mr Pivac said the family wanted the
operation to be sustainable with a reduced impact on the environment.
The Pivacs have a 650-cow herd,
which is milked split calving and produces about 340,000 kg/ms in a 46bale rotary dairy.
Due to the large herd size the vacuum pumps were running at full speed,
for more than 12 hours a day.
The VSD pump, on the farm’s existing Twin Westfalia Vacuum Pumps,
ensures energy is only used when the
vacuum is require.
A Heat Recovery Unit was also in-

The heat recovery units being ﬁed to the vat chiller.

‘Now we draw hot water
out of the vat, dissolve
the nitrogen and apply
it.’
stalled, to heat water into an 1800-litre vat, before it was pumped into hot
water cylinders.
Power savings for hot water were
expected to be considerable, with the
ﬁrst 40 degrees of water heating being
done for free.
The chillers were more efﬁcient, as
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extra heat was removed before reaching condensers.
Given the large nature of the operation, the new pumps had an almost
immediate impact on the family’s
operational costs.
Operations
manager
Murray
Pivac said an added beneﬁt of the
HRU was its use in the application of
urea throughout winter.
As plants take up nitrogen more
efﬁciently when it’s dissolved, the Pivac’s switched to a spray application.
From their experience, the urea did
not easily dissolve in cold water, particularly in winter, so the water heated by the HRU ensured urea spraying

DAIRY EQUIPMENT UPDATE

The chiller unit with stainless steel vat holding water from the heat recovery unit.
could be conducted year round. “Now
we draw hot water out of the vat, dissolve the nitrogen and apply it,” Mr
Pivac said.
The Pivac dairy was one of 11 farms
awarded a share in $100 000 in 2015 as
part of the Lion Landcare Grants program, which aims to boost sustainability in the production and supply
of milk.
Lion’s Agricultural Procurement
head Murray Jeffrey said the grants
program helped make dairy farms
more sustainable in the long term.
“The grants program helps Aussie dairy farmers to achieve sustainability while reducing costs, which
is great for the environment and for
their business. Lion is really proud to
support such a fantastic program,” Mr
Jeffrey said.
Landcare Australia chief executive Tessa Jakszewicz said the dairy
program showed that economic
and environmental aims could be
complementary.
“The range of projects that have
been funded through this partnership demonstrate innovative ways of
optimising results for the dairy industry, our land, water and sustainable
farming for the future,” Ms Jakszewicz
said.
The Lion Landcare Grants program
was set up in 2014.
Each year, selected farmers are
tasked with reducing energy consumption, enhancing biodiversity or

improving on-farm nutrient management. To date, improvements have
been made in areas as diverse as recycling efﬂuent nutrients to reduce

fertiliser use, preventing dairy farm
run-off from entering waterways and
recycling composted organic nutrients on pastures.
D
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Key points

Building a shed for the ages
✔ Push to grow the operaon
✔ Family business since 1942
✔ Already building for a
fourth generaon

T

WO dairy farmers are expanding
their operation on the back of
long-term industry conﬁdence.
The Glowrey family farm, based just
outside Swan Hill along the Murray
Valley Highway in Victoria, is run by
brothers Michael and Matt Glowrey.
The major feature of this enterprise is the 100-unit and 50-unit rotary
dairies about two kilometres apart
and the 1900 cows to be milked this
season.
The two dairies ensure ﬂexibility –
the 50-unit dairy milks freshly calved
cows and “hospital” cows, the 100unit milks the sound cows.
This allows 600 cows an hour to
be milked in the bigger unit, as there
is no interruption with fresh or sick
cows holding up the process.
The change that Matt and Michael
are overseeing is all about increased
production, modernisation and the
use of technology.
The optimistic outlook is for 2000
cows to be milked in the 100-unit
dairy by next spring.
When asked about the ﬁnal limit,
Matt said “at the moment we envisage
none, we expect to just keep increasing milking numbers until we decide
at some point, that’s it”.
Nine hundred cows are being
milked in the big shed at present with
that number increasing every day.
The herd is basically calved in three
sessions – March, June and August.
Six hundred calves are being reared
annually, which represents 100 plus
cows’ milk.
The farm operates on 550 hectares
with laneways that are three times
wider than average – they resemble
paddocks on average-sized farms.
The “sacriﬁce paddocks”, on a limestone rise where there are a total of
600 metres of feed troughs for milkers
and dry stock, are on opposite sides
of the lane. These paddocks and the
100-unit rotary dairy with the 32,000
-litre vat are all very impressive on
size alone.
The shed is 42 X 36 metres and the
platform rotates every eight to 10
minutes.
Matt said the site for the shed came

The opmisc outlook is for 2000 cows to be milked in the 100-unit dairy by next
spring.

‘It’s not where you start
but where you ﬁnish. I
don’t pretend to have all
the answers, but enjoy
the journey.’
naturally as it (the site) lent itself to
good access from all areas of the farm.
The side beneﬁt from this site is
that it is on a high limestone rise,
which Matt admitted was not actually
a consideration.
It has enabled the feed pad (or sacriﬁce paddocks) to be right near the
shed on the same limestone rise.
The dairy has cup removers, retention bars, automatic teat spraying and
a drafting system for separating cows.
The only manned spots are two
cups-on operators with a third roving
the premises checking cows.
Supplying ear tags to the Glowreys
would be like supplying cucumbers to
McDonalds.
The dairy is Yarroweyah Engineering built, with an underpass beneath
the platform to access both cups-on
and cups-off stations as well as the
sunken centre section for mainte-
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nance, herd testing and visitors. Matt
said that is where busloads of visitors
watch the milking.
A special feature of this dairy is the
room around the platform and the
skirting under the platform.
Both of these allow good housekeeping and prevent manure soiling
on the walls of the building and under
the platform and create an atmosphere of cleanliness and spaciousness.
There are many windows and plenty of open space and the whole structure has a pleasing aspect.
The enterprise employs eight to
nine employees including backpackers based at Swan Hill.
At the time of visiting, there were
three women – English, Welsh and
German – milking.
The 550 ha farm has a 1600ml water
entitlement. Carry over last year was
200ml.
A lot of bought-in feed is used and
fed via a mixer wagon working 10
hours a day at peak.
The decision was made last year to
buy hay and grain instead of temporary water.
The cows are fed an average of eight
to 10 kg grain per day, depending on
the time of the season and available
feed. This is split between in the dairy

DAIRY EQUIPMENT UPDATE

The dairy is Yarroweyah Engineering built, with an underpass beneath the plaorm to access both cups-on and cups-oﬀ staons as
well as the sunken centre part for maintenance, herd tesng and visitors.
and in the feed mix. Last season two
truck loads of grain per week and a
truckload of hay per day were fed out.
It must be stated though, last season was different and very dry while
at the moment the mixer wagon is not
in use with an estimated 40,000 kg of
grass being used each day.
Near the 50-unit dairy, 600 calves
are being reared. Increases in the herd
over the past few years have been
completely from home-grown replacements.
Matt highlighted the growth of the
enterprise.
The farm is a family business which
his grandfather started with 12 cows
in 1942. The milk was sold to local
cafes and eventually to processors.
Matt described the growth story via
vat upgrades.
Initially they started with a 2000-litre vat and then cherry barrels to
hold the extra.
Then a second 2000-litre vat was
bought. This was replaced by an
11,000-litre vat which was needed
when the 50-unit rotary was built. A
26,000-litre vat was ﬁlled with twice-aday pick up for 100 days that season.
The decision to build the 100-unit
shed was made with the formation of
a family company after Michael and
Matt’s father passed away in 2009.
Matt and Michael worked with a
succession planning facilitator to put
the process in place.

The farm is a family business with his grandfather starng with 12 cows in 1942.
Matt said the decision was made
“because we love milking cows and
enjoyed the challenge within the
dairy industry.
“Expansion was the logical step
for us – at the time we were milking
1000 cows and the plan was to double
that.”
This planning allowed them to buy
the farm next door, install 30ha of
spray irrigation and 5km of pipe and
riser irrigation. The bottleneck then
became milking time.
More than 11 hours a day were
spent milking 1350 cows and another
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50 to 60-unit rotary would only have
lasted ﬁve years.
Thus the 20-year plan for the 100unit rotary.
Michael is in his early 50s while
Matt is 10 years younger.
This will be the third season in the
big shed.
Matt foreshadows no issues with
milking time for a number of years
now. When asked about ﬁlling this vat
and twice-a-day pick up, he chuckles
with anticipation.
The yard wash is via two holding
ﬂood tanks and the shed with yard
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There are cup removers, retenon bars, automac teat spraying and a draing system for separang cows.
blasters. Efﬂuent disposal is via a twopond system with the “coloured” end
water dispersed via irrigation through
the pipe and riser.
The secret, Matt said, is to regulate
the two ﬂows, with a relatively small
pipeline feeding the efﬂuent water
into the irrigation water, thus ensuring good dilution.
Cows are all fed a ﬂat ration with
fresh cows some extra protein. It’s a
simple system.
Use of drones has been discussed
and all communication with the workers is electronic when no face-to-face
is possible.
Matt is now a businessman overseeing a multimillion dollar enterprise.
The expertise is dairying and workforce management.
Matt’s son, Dallas is enthusiastic
and tech savvy, but still at secondary
school.
He is being taught people skills and
helps Matt with some of the IT technical stuff.
Matt tells a story about Dallas going to disc some out-paddocks. He set
up the GPS, phone and Spotify on the
new tractor unaided to help with the
task and ﬁnished an hour earlier than
planned.
The growth of the business was

The decision to build the 100-unit shed was made with the formaon of a family
company aer Michael and Ma’s father passed away in 2009.
simply a challenge, according to Matt.
Not necessarily a requirement.
There will be challenges in the future as we might all imagine with such
cow numbers.
“It’s not where you start but where
you ﬁnish. I don’t pretend to have all
the answers, but enjoy the journey,”
Matt said.
The challenge will be to oversee a
growing workforce as cow numbers
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increase, calf feeding is upgraded and
feed procurement continues year-in
year-out.
Matt was reluctant to talk about
costing and return on invested capital. Mainly so because, as he said, of
the ﬁnancial situation of the industry
at present.
He deﬁnitely did not want to speak
negatively about this industry so
close to his heart.
D
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Jenni and Rob Marshall, Lardner dairyfarmers, were shopping
for informaon about rollover protecon for their farm
equipment.

Peter Lucas, Farm Implements, Dandenong, had a range of
rotary hoes and power harrows on display.

The sun comes out for Dairy Expo

W

HILE the crowds and exhibitors numbers were down on
recent years, there was still a
lot of activities, machinery and other
displays of interest to farmers at this
year’s South Gippsland Dairy Expo, at
Korumburra, Victoria.
Jeanette Severs was there again for
The Australian Dairyfarmer.

Graham Wood, Graham Wood
Machinery, Grantville, with the
Australian manufactured 3-metre wide
ﬁxed 4-in-1 pasture seeder.

Proving the long-ﬁbre complete calf mix is as good as it smells were Phil and Skye (10)
Munro, of Leongatha, with Brown’s Stockfeeds’ Chris Lawton and Cameron Brown.
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Graeme and Vanessa Hill, Hill Earthworks, Poowong, brought
some of their heavy machinery to the dairy expo. “We do a lot of
dams, tracks, irrigaon trenching and shed sites,” Graeme said.

Philip Thompson, of RP Rural Engineering, Narooma, with
the hoof works cale crush. “Its primary purpose is for hoof
trimming,” Philip said.

Jade Killoran, agronomist with AGF Seeds, Smeaton, received
a fair bit of interest from dairy farmers in the Global Sunn
legume. “It ﬁxed 60kg/ha of nitrogen and grows biomass two
metres tall with a high protein content,” Jade said.
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Beer eﬄuent management

T

HE management of dairy efﬂuent
provides many opportunities for
dairy businesses.
The Holman family has met the
challenge of efﬂuent application on
a steeper property by expanding the
application area through the installation of a mainline. This was done in
2014 and they are starting to see the
beneﬁts of improved pasture growth.
Andrew Holman’s property is at
Loch in the Strzelecki Ranges, Victoria. There are steep slopes across part
of the farm which makes the pumping
of efﬂuent particularly challenging.
The dairy operation milks about
400 spring calving cows.
Manure from the yards is collected
into a solids trap and a 50,000 litre
sump. The sump is pumped daily to
pasture using an efﬂuent pump via a
1300-metre long mainline and a gun
irrigator.
Expanding the efﬂuent application
area has enabled better use of the
nutrients in the efﬂuent, particularly
potassium and nitrogen.
The gun irrigator is moved around
every couple of days.
“I’m able to apply nutrients to areas
of the farm that were difﬁcult to drive
over and apply fertiliser to,” Mr Holman said.
“We are really able to see a response.”
Tests revealed that one megalitre
(1,000,000 litres) of efﬂuent contained
232kg of potassium, 95kg of phosphorus, 22kg of sulphur and 200kg of
nitrogen. This is equivalent to about
0.46 tonnes of potash, 0.43 tonnes of
urea and one tonne of single superphosphate with an approximate value
of $1,015 per megalitre (prices are a
guide to illustrate the value of efﬂuent).
Each year about 7.4 megalitres is
generated on the property with a
fertiliser equivalent value of around
$7,511.
Reducing the on-going maintenance
cost of the efﬂuent system is important to gaining the most value from
the nutrients in the efﬂuent.
Management challenges for the Holman’s system include being able to
generate enough pressure at the irrigator and managing solids so they
don’t create blockages in the pipes.
Mr Holman used a plumber to size
the mainline to ensure it had the right
pressure rating for the steeper prop-

Andrew Holman on his property near Loch in the Strzelecki Ranges, Victoria.

‘At the end of each
milking the eﬄuent is
gone; it’s not another
job that I have to do.
There are no excavators,
tankers or weeds on
dams to deal with later.’
erty to ensure pumping efﬁciency and
reduce the risk of splitting pipes.
Solid material from the efﬂuent is
removed by a trap but some solid material does enter the sump which gets
agitated and applied daily to pasture.
Mr Holman said having the ability
to ﬂush the mainline was important
to removing solid material if it did get
pumped through.
Placing hydrants at 50m intervals
for the ﬁrst 200m of the mainline, then
100m after that is something Mr Holman would do differently next time to
enable ease of ﬂushing.
He also removed the foot valve on
the efﬂuent pump (which is immersed
on a pontoon) to allow efﬂuent in the
line to drain back to the sump when
turned off to ﬂush the pipe.
The mainline has been buried to
protect it from stock trampling and

to help reduce blockages by keeping
the pipe cool over summer and thus
reducing the baking of manure inside.
Two posts and horizontal rails have
been placed around the hydrants to
protect them from stock and machinery.
Mr Holman prefers managing the efﬂuent on a daily basis.
“At the end of each milking the efﬂuent is gone; it’s not another job that
I have to do. There are no excavators,
tankers or weeds on dams to deal
with later,” he said.
These are the beneﬁts of a direct
application system; however it can
be difﬁcult to manage these systems
when conditions are wetter.
It is therefore essential to have
some back-up storage capacity for
these conditions.
The Holmans have a back-up storage dam where efﬂuent can go if conditions become too wet.
The Melbourne Water Rural Land
program has supported the installation of the efﬂuent mainline through
a 50 per cent co-contribution ﬁnancial
incentive.
D
For more information about the
program and eligibility please go to:
www.melbournewater.com.au and
search ‘Rural Land Program’.
For more information contact Benita Kelsall, DEDJTR Ellinbank.
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Key points

Eﬄuent restricts grazing of heifers
✔ Young cale should not
graze where eﬄuent has
been applied
✔ It is important to pump out ponds
over winter

By Jeanee Severs

D

AIRY farmers are encouraged to
use efﬂuent on pastures as a reuse and value-add product, and
to grow grass as the cheapest source
of food for livestock.
GippsDairy regional extension ofﬁcer Donna Gibson said there was a
lot of nitrogen and potassium sitting
in efﬂuent.
“Why not use it to give you good
grass and reduce your fertiliser bill,”
she asked.
But there are restrictions on grazing cattle on pasture where efﬂuent
has been applied.
Cattle younger than 12 months
should not graze pasture where efﬂuent has been applied, as part of the
Bovine Johne’s Disease (BJD) control
program.

Donna Gibson: Eﬄuent can be used to wash down the dairy yard and feed pad.
“And you shouldn’t graze young
stock where older cattle also graze,”
Ms Gibson said.
Older cattle should also be kept off

pasture for 21 days after efﬂuent is
applied.
“Most food safety programs relevant to dairy farmers encourage them
to use as much efﬂuent as possible,
but that 21 days is important,” she
said.
Failing to comply with the exclusion
can raise the risk of transference of
pathogens to cows and, in some circumstances, to milk.
“Most of these pathogens, if you do
the right thing and withhold your pasture for 21 days, are not a problem,”
she said.
Liquid is utilised through irrigation
and the solids are spread by a tanker.
Dairy farmers in irrigation districts
are normally aware they have to
‘shandy’ their liquid efﬂuent, Ms Gibson said. Efﬂuent could also be used
as a wash-down on feed pads and in
the dairy yard.

‘An eﬄuent management
plan is a very good idea
– most dairy farmers
might include it in their
management regime,
but most of the plans are
probably wrien in their
heads.’
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Applying eﬄuent to grass is a cheap ferliser but cows must be excluded from grazing unl 21 days post applicaon.
or size of the efﬂuent ponds might
require discussion with local council
and state agricultural departments.
“All states and territories have minimum standards that dairy farmers
must comply with,” she said.

“An efﬂuent management plan is an
excellent idea – most dairy farmers
probably include them in their overall
management regime, but most of the
plans are most likely written in their
heads.”
D

Low Pressure
Travelling Irrigator
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“Food safety standards say it is OK
to use efﬂuent to wash this infrastructure but not in the dairy itself,” she
said.
Dairy farmers also need to ensure
the pond does not ﬂow over.
It is recommended they pump out
the pond over winter to reduce the
chances of overﬂow.
“Dairy farmers need to be aware of
legislation about protecting the environment, to ensure efﬂuent doesn’t
get into waterways,” Ms Gibson said.
Irrigators are encouraged to use a
re-use dam. Increasing the number
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Key points

Understanding compost’s place
✔ Ask for a laboratory
report before purchasing
compost
✔ Recognise the health risks early

C

OMPOST does have a place in
dairy farm systems in southwest Victoria, but it is important
to understand what it can and can’t
do for our soils and pastures.
This was one of the key take-home
messages from Bill Grant, a compost
industry consultant at two “Effective
use of compost and organic fertilisers
on-farm” ﬁeld days earlier this year.
The days, organised jointly by
Agriculture Victoria and WestVic
Dairy, focused on the potential beneﬁts of using these materials on-farm,
managing potential risks and the results of some south-west trials.
There are many types and
qualities of compost and compost-type
products
on
the
market.
They range from cheap, lower quality, and immature products that are
likely to use soil nitrogen in the shortterm and could harm plant growth,
through to stable, high quality mature
compost with a good nutrient and humus content.
Mr Grant strongly recommends that
farmers purchasing compost ask for a
recent laboratory report on the quality of the compost being delivered.
There are a range of analyses available from commercial laboratories.
These range from straightforward total nutrient content, through to comprehensive tests required by horticultural users.
According to Mr Grant, the best
production responses to compost
have been found on poorer, more marginal soil types.
These include poorly structured,
low carbon content soils, soils in low
rainfall areas and on alkaline sands.
In some of these situations yield
responses of 10 to 30 per cent have
been recorded.
However, we are less likely to get
the same level of beneﬁts on high carbon, well developed pasture soils in
high rainfall areas.
He further explained that most composts aren’t fertilisers, and shouldn’t
be used as a total replacement for all
conventional inorganic fertilisers.
They can however provide some

It’s important to understand what compost can and can’t do.

‘There are many types
and qualies of compost
and compost-type
products on the market.
nutritional beneﬁts and improve soil
fertility at high rates.
Composts are mainly soil conditioners that supply organic matter
and humus in slower, plant-available
forms, which can improve the cation
exchange capacity (CEC) and the nutrient holding capacity of the soil.
Depending on the type of compost,
the application rate and how it is applied, compost can improve the structure and water holding capacity of
some low carbon soils.
At low application rates compost is
unlikely to radically alter soil biology
over an extended period.
Another part of Mr Grant’s presentation was managing the risks potentially associated with using compost.
These included contamination, biosecurity implications, partial pasteurisation and ﬁre and nutrient drawdown in products.
Following Mr Grant’s presentation
Agriculture Victoria district veterinary ofﬁcer John Gibney discussed
some of the potential animal health
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biosecurity implications in bringing
products onto farm.
One of his key messages when considering composting mortalities was
to determine why the animal died.
He also said effective composting
killed most pathogens apart from bacterial spores and prions.
Mr Grant’s recommendations included:
• Know your product and what it
will and won’t do.
•Ask to see the laboratory analysis
results and ask how to use them.
•Target underperforming areas or
soils on the farm.
• Be aware of and manage risks.
•Consider using compost blended
products, such as with lime, gypsum
or fertiliser.
•Try test strips of a quality compost.
Compost products range from
those made by commercial compost
producers to products made on-farm
from manures and farm wastes.
These can beneﬁt your farm, but it
is important to know when and where
to use them and how to incorporate
them into your whole farm nutrient
budget.
D
For further information contact
Graeme Ward at WestVic Dairy on
(03) 5557 1000 or Rachael Campbell
at Agriculture Victoria on (03) 5336
6868.
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Looking to beer manage eﬄuent

W

E all know the dairy milk
price drop has caused a
great deal of angst among
dairy farmers, particularly those new
to the industry who may not have
been through a period like this before.
Any information or support that
can be provided to assist with better
use of resources on dairy farms is particularly valuable now and will be beneﬁcial in the longer term. Part of the

support being provided is the offer of
free dairy efﬂuent sampling, analysis
for nutrient content and the development of an Efﬂuent Use Plan.
This service is being provided by
Agriculture Victoria dairy staff from
the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
across Victoria.
It has been known for a long time
that dairy efﬂuent can be a useful nu-
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trient source for pastures, providing it
can be managed in a way that will not
be costly to apply and will not overload the soil with nutrients.
The free offer of efﬂuent sampling
and testing provides valuable information from which a use plan can be
produced.
One farmer wanting to improve the
use of his dairy efﬂuent is Brad McIntosh, of Loch in Victoria. Mr McIntosh
sharefarms for his father Rod on a
175ha farm, milking 210 cows in a 20unit swingover herringbone dairy.
Currently efﬂuent from the yards
and dairy is held in one pond which
can only effectively hold 0.3ML of efﬂuent generated over a one-month
period. The pond size cannot be increased due to solid rock in the base.
This has made it necessary for Mr
McIntosh to syphon efﬂuent out of the
pond at least once a week to two or
three hectares of pasture using twoinch poly pipe and a sprinkler.
Some 20 hectares of pasture close
to the dairy had efﬂuent applied to it
over the year. He has had to be careful about where to apply the efﬂuent,
particularly during winter when soils
can be very wet, to ensure the efﬂuent
does not run off into gullies.
For this reason he is looking at extending the syphoning area through
the use of a three-inch poly pipe. The
current pipe diameter does not allow
syphoning alone to get the efﬂuent
onto the other areas.
The pond efﬂuent was sampled and
analysed for nutrient levels at an accredited laboratory to enable the correct application rate for the efﬂuent to
be determined.
The results (Table 1) indicate high
levels of potassium and nitrogen. Salt
levels are not very high and the pH of
the efﬂuent is neutral. So when looking to apply this to pasture the limiting factor will be the maximum allowable potassium level which is no more
than 60 kg K/ha in one application.
Using the pond nutrient analysis,
the amount and value of the nutrients
contained in every megalitre was able
to be established.
The nutrient applied showed that
the equivalent of nearly a tonne of
urea, one third of a tonne of superphosphate and 1.6 tonne of muriate of
potash is in every megalitre.
Putting a dollar value on this (Table
2) it works out to a value of $1,625 for
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every megalitre or $4,712 per year for the 2.9 megalitres of
efﬂuent generated over the year.
Knowing that Mr McIntosh was applying efﬂuent to
pasture at around 12.5mm per hectare, the correct rate
of application could now be recommended to avoid animal health issues and excessive nutrient build up. The
rate recommended for application is 8mm of efﬂuent over
12.5ha for every megalitre of efﬂuent (Table 3).
For Mr McIntosh this will mean putting out his 0.3 Ml
over an area of around 4ha each time he empties the pond.
It will also show that when he is able to increase the application area to around 35ha in total, this will bring the total
nutrients applied back to a more reasonable level over the
year. It will also allow greater choice of drier areas to apply
the efﬂuent to when soils are more likely to be wet.
To ensure no more than 60 kg/ha of potassium or 80 kg/
ha of nitrogen is applied per application, every ML of the
efﬂuent should be applied over 12.5ha, or to a depth of
8mm. Efﬂuent is not a complete fertiliser and has a higher
proportion of potassium and nitrogen compared to other
nutrients.
The efﬂuent use plan will give Mr McIntosh greater conﬁdence in applying the efﬂuent to his pastures knowing
what nutrients he is putting on and reducing the need for
other fertilizer to be applied. This represents a saving in
dollars at a time when every dollar counts.
D
Victorians wanting to register their interest in getting
a free Efﬂuent Use Plan can contact Agriculture Victoria
dairy staff: Gippsland David Shambrook, 0427 350928
Email david.shambrook@ecodev.vic.gov.au, North Sarah
Brown, 0417 316345 Email sarah.brown@ecodev.vic.gov.
au, South-West Rachael Campbell, 0447 347162 Email
rachael.campbell@ecodev.vic.gov.au
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Early autumn is typically a me of maintenance around eﬄuent
ponds in southern dairy regions.

New calculator for
beer eﬄuent use

D

AIRY Australia has released a new calculator that
aims to help farmers make better use of the nutrients contained in dairy efﬂuent and sludge and save
money in the process.
The ‘Nutrients from Efﬂuent and Sludge Calculator’ assists dairy farmers to determine a suitable application rate
for efﬂuent as well as the value of the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium that is applied during reuse.
Users can also calculate a value for their efﬂuent or
sludge based on equivalent fertiliser prices.
Dairy Australia Land Water and Carbon consultant Scott
Birchall said farmers are often told to sample their efﬂuent
and to then get a lab to analyse the amount of N, P and K
it contains.
“The calculator was developed to answer the usual
question that followed about working out how much to
put on,” he said.
“The question is critical if it is pond sludge that is being
spread as the contractor’s cost is partly dependant on the
application rate, and more importantly, the distance to the
paddock that you’ve chosen for reuse.
“The temptation to apply heavy rates of sludge in paddocks close to the pond is understandable but if you can
match the amount of nutrient available to what the soil or
crop needs and then substitute for purchased fertiliser,
desludging becomes a cost effective part of the fertility
program rather than just another cost.”
Kerang-based agronomist Matt Page has been using the
calculator while preparing Fert$mart nutrient management plans for his clients.
“Knowing how much nutrient is in the efﬂuent or sludge
is an important part of fertiliser planning,” Mr Page said.
“The calculator helps me to target the areas of the farm
that need the nutrients and to understand when too much
efﬂuent on a paddock may be detrimental.”
Early autumn is typically a time of maintenance around
efﬂuent ponds in southern dairy regions.
Drawing down the efﬂuent storage pond to its minimum
level going into the autumn break and removing sludge
that has accumulated in the primary pond are key maintenance requirements to support a functional efﬂuent pond
system.
D
The Nutrients from Efﬂuent and Sludge Calculator is
available for free download from Dairy Australia’s Dairying for Tomorrow website www.dairyingfortomorrow.
com.au
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Eﬄuent about more than just ferliser
✔ Put safety ﬁrst
✔ Create an access point for
a pond
✔ Know the steepness and depth of
your eﬄuent pond

By Jeanee Severs

T

HE safe use of efﬂuent is about a
lot more than applying urea and
solids to pasture.
At the very least, dairy farmers
need to be aware of legislative requirements about efﬂuent’s use.
At the other end of the scale, ensuring workers’ and contractors’ safety
around the efﬂuent pond is a simple
matter of construction.
One person who has been tragically
affected by unsafe efﬂuent ponds is
South Gippsland, Victoria, contractor
and dairy farmer Kelvin Jackson.
Mr Jackson’s son, Andrew, died 13
years ago.
Andrew drowned in an efﬂuent
pond that he and Kelvin were pumping out and spreading for another
dairy farmer.

Kelvin Jackson beside an eﬄuent dam on his dairy farm, where you can see the
sloping side of the dam and the apron for machinery to sit on.
It was a business that Kelvin established about 16 years ago.
At the time, Andrew had logged

2500 hours of contracting work outside the Jackson dairy farm.
“It’s all really sad,” Mr Jackson said.
“We had already pumped 1.5 metres
out of the efﬂuent dam and Andrew
returned to the pond and noted the
farmer’s tractor – that was agitating
the pond – had moved.
“He jumped in to rectify the situation, but we didn’t know the tractor’s
4WD mechanism was broken.
“If we’d known it was damaged, we
would never have used the tractor.
“The tractor had moved to the edge
of the water line, on the soft edge
of the pond, and it slipped into the
efﬂuent.
“Andrew drowned in that efﬂuent
pond because of the way it was built.”
Mr Jackson believes the machinery
used to build efﬂuent ponds is part of
the problem.
“Most ponds today are built by excavator, with very steep sides,” he

Agitators used in eﬄuent ponds.
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‘We had already pumped
1.5 metres out of the
eﬄuent dam and Andrew
returned to the pond
and noted the farmer’s
tractor – that was
agitang the pond – had
moved.’
said. That increased the risk of slipping in by stock as well as people.
Instead, Mr Jackson advises an
apron and a graduation of 3:1 on the
pond bank.
“It enables animals to walk out if
they slip in,” he said.
“And – although we don’t want it
happening again – a person who slips
in could get out or be helped out.
“Machinery won’t slip in.
“It does take up more room.”
Part of Mr Jackson’s safety checklist is to query who dug the pond, the
steepness of the sides and the depth
of the pond.

Kelvin Jackson with his tractor and solids spreader.
“But people don’t often know,” Mr
Jackson said. “It’s dangerous work.”
Another of the other safety considerations now practised by Mr Jackson
is that his staff cannot use anyone
else’s machinery – only his own.
“There needs to be more responsibility applied to designing efﬂuent

ponds,” Mr Jackson said. “An apron is
very important. Sadly, ponds get built
and there’s not a lot of thought given
to accessing the pond.
“Too often they are inaccessible by
excavators.
“We can’t cut corners because it’s
about people’s health and safety.” D

BETTER
CLEANER
FASTER

Call 1800 127030 to ﬁnd your
local dealer. Or visit our website,
www.giltrapag.com.au

VR2005892

Our durable Spreader ﬁlls fast, and its manoeuvrability
means you can drop nutrients where they’re needed,
laying the foundation for the next stage of growth,
so you can make every minute count.
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New Holland trials new biogas tractor
By Tom McKenny

A

NEW Holland prototype tractor that runs on bio-methane
produced by waste from dairy
cows has been tested by British
farmers.
According to New Holland, the tractor has the potential to reduce polluting emissions by 80 per cent and offers farmers savings in fuel costs.
Wyke Farms, one of the United
Kingdom’s biggest cheddar producers, and Worthy Farm, home to the
Glastonbury Festival, are testing the
tractor.
Able to run entirely on biomethane
derived from waste and produced by
on-farm biogas (anaerobic digester)
plants it could reduce emissions and
offer fuel cost savings of between 25
and 40pc.
The natural gas (methane) powered
tractor has been developed by New
Holland as a 100pc sustainable solution to the increasing cost of fuel.

New Holland is tesng the bio-methane tractor on farm in Somerset.
Not only that, but as the number
of on-farm biogas plants in the UK increases, there could be an ample supply of fuel on the doorstep.
The methane tractor borrows from
commercial vehicle technology already used by sister brand Iveco.
The use of compressed natural gas
in vans, trucks and buses is well de-

veloped and limited only by storage
capacity on the vehicle.
The company has squeezed 300 litres (52kg) of compressed methane
into nine tanks on the tractor, which
is enough for about six hours of work
depending on the type of activity.
Refuelling is quick, taking about the
same time as diesel.

MANURE SPREADERS AND NOW MIXER WAGONS

Muckrunner has your feed and
muck machinery sorted
NOW supplying Tatoma mixer wagons along with our quality galvanised Pichon manure spreaders

Horizontal and
vertical trailed,
twin or
triple auger,
SELF
PROPELLED

Tom 0419 851 543
muckrunnerptyltd@hotmail.com
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Wyke Farms’ farm director Roger
Clothier, who is testing the prototype
tractor, said it looked and felt like a
normal tractor.
“It easily managed to tow a full slurry tanker up and down the hills with
a combined tractor and tanker weight
of 27 tonnes,” he said.
“We need fuel efﬁcient vehicles with
a good power to weight ratio to pull
heavy tanks around the farm. The
tractor has the power to do it and if
we’re able to compress our gas on-site
it looks like it could save us money.
“In the future, sharing gas power
between local farms could be a possibility, particularly where you have a
big plant like ours.
“Providing a local ﬁlling point for
neighbouring farms makes economic
sense and the associated savings from
methane-powered tractors could help
dairy farmers reduce costs, which can
only be a good thing.”
Adapting existing engine technology, ﬁtting a small three-way catalytic converter and housing it within
a standard tractor chassis and cab
means that the methane tractor looks
and drives just like a diesel-powered
tractor, and the cost of buying one
should be about the same.
D

Saving money while saving the planet

D

AIRY farming has long been accused
of being a major environmental
problem because of the methane emitted by cows either through belching or,
to a lesser extent, ﬂatulence, but that
same gas can be captured and used to
slash energy bills.
Overall it is esmated that 14 per
cent of the world’s greenhouse gases
are caused by agriculture and methane
is rated as being 23 mes more harmful
than CO2.
A Brisbane innovator could have come
up with the soluon for the smaller dairy
farm with an environmentally friendly,
modular, small scale system of turning
farm waste such as cow manure into
free energy that can be used for heang,
electricity or as an engine fuel.
Ron Lakin has developed the BioBowser, a small scale, aﬀordable and praccal
bio digester that produces methane gas
and, aer the gas is extracted, the leover material can be used as a nutrientrich ferlizer.
The principal of converng waste to
methane has been known for centuries.
Large intensive dairy farms in Australia as
well as piggeries, feed lots and abaoirs

have long been harvesng methane to
use as an energy source.
But these require large one-oﬀ systems that can cost millions to build even
though they pay back the capital outlay
in energy savings in a few short years.
“All we need to know is the quanty
of waste available on a regular basis and
the energy requirements, and we can
tailor the BioBowser system to suit the
individual need,” Mr Lakin said.
“If the amount of waste increases or
more gas is needed we can put in more
units because the system is modular.
“A dairy farm milking three to 400
cows is likely to have ﬁve tonne of manure waste a day which can produce 80
M3 of biogas, the equivalent of 60kg of
heat value of LPG.
“This amount of gas is likely to be sufﬁcient to meet the usual energy needs,
such as milk chilling, water heang and
even heang the dairy on those cold winter mornings.”
“Each BioBowser has to be tailored to
suit the circumstances, such as the producon of electricity or the use of gas as
fuel for farm machinery as well as being
plumbed into the farm site.”
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WHAT’S ON

November 8-9
South-East Qld
November 9
Traralgon, Vic
November 10
Smithton, Tas
November 16-18
Sydney, NSW
November 23-24
Tocal, NSW
November 25
Melbourne, Vic
November 25-26
Devonport, Tas
December 3
Circular Head, Tas
December 7
Ellio, Tas
January 3-7
Tatura, Vic
January 15-19
Tatura, Vic
February 8-10
Allansford, Vic
February 14-16
Adelaide, SA
February 26-2
Paris, France
September 6-9
Munich, Germany
November 20-22
Brisbane, Qld

Dairy Farmers Milk Co-operave Naonal Convenon
Phone: (02) 8120 4431 Email: <info@dfmc.org.au> Website: <www.dfmc.org.au>
Stepping Back: Planning for Succession & Rerement Pilot (Facilitated by John Mulvany)
Contact: GippsDairy Phone: (03) 5624 3900 Website: <gippsdairy.com.au/>
DairyTAS annual general meeng
Contact: DairyTas Phone: (03) 6432 2233 Email: <m.smith@dairytas.net.au>
Website: <hp://www.dairytas.com.au/>
Australasian Dairy Science Symposium 2016
Contact: ADSS 2016 Managers Phone: (02) 9265 0700 Email: <adss2016@arinex.com.au>
Website: <www.adssymposium.com.au>
Feeding Pastures for Proﬁt - Hunter (NSW)
Contact: Col Freeman Phone: 0404 434 297 Website: <www.dairynsw.com.au/>
Dairy Australia’s 2016 annual general meeng
Contact: Dairy Australia Phone: (03) 9694 3777 Email: Website: <www.dairyaustralia.com.au>
Devonport Show
Phone: (03) 6424 2253 Email: <info@devonportshowsociety.org.au>
Website: <www.devonportshowsociety.org.au/show>
Circular Head Agriculture Show
Phone: 0456 003 609 Email: <chagsociety@gmail.com>
Website: <hp://www.circularheadshow.com.au/>
Tasmanian Instute of Agriculture Tasmanian Dairy Research Farm Open Day
Contact: TIA Phone: (03) 6430 4953
Website: <hp://www.utas.edu.au/a/centres/dairy-centre/tdrf/tasmanian-dairy-research-facility>
NCDE All Breeds Youth Camp IDW - 2017
Contact: Lucy Galt Phone: 0488 144 999 Website: <www.gotafe.vic.edu.au/youthcamp>
Internaonal Dairy Week
Contact: Robyn Barber Email: <info@internaonaldairyweek.com.au>
Website: <www.internaonaldairyweek.com.au>
Sungold Field Days
Phone: (03) 5565 3142 Email: <sungoldﬁelddays@wcb.com.au>
Website: <www.sungoldﬁelddays.com.au>
Australian Dairy Conference
Website: <hp://www.australiandairyconference.com.au/>
SIMA and Simagena 2017
Website: <hp://en.simaonline.com/>
Internaonal Conference on Lameness in Ruminants 2017
Website: <hp://lamenessinruminants2017.com/>
TropAg2017
Phone: (07) 3848 2100 Email: <tropag2017@expertevents.com.au>
Website: <hp://tropagconference.org/>

To have dates for a major event included in the diary, send informaon to Carlene and Alastair Dowie.
Phone (03) 5464 1542, email <carlene.dowie@fairfaxmedia.com.au>
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Genec gain on any budget
✔ Spling the herd makes sense
✔ BPI rank improving
✔ Important to make informed
decisions

R

USS McMillan has cut 30 per
cent from his breeding budget
this season but is conﬁdent it
won’t have any impact on the rate of
genetic gain in his herd; in fact, his efforts to accelerate genetic gain in recent years have reduced semen costs
at the same time.
“We started using young genomic
bulls to speed up the rate of genetic
gain and we’ve been delighted with
the improvements we’ve achieved
with the bonus of saving considerably
on the AI bill.”
Russ and his wife, Rebecca milk
about 190 cows near Echuca in Northern Victoria with 60 per cent of the
herd calving in autumn and the rest in
spring.
With the herd registered under the
Bronte Park preﬁx, their breeding goal
is to continuously improve the herd’s
ranking for Balanced Performance Index (BPI), which they track through
their Genetic Progress Report, produced by ADHIS.
Currently the herd’s average BPI is
68, ranking it at 71 in Australian Holstein herds, up from the mid-200s six
years ago.
“We are really pleased with the
progress we’ve made; we see the results every day in the vat; in the quality of each drop of calves and in our
classiﬁcation scores,” Mr McMillan
said.
He said using young genomic bulls
over the past ﬁve years has signiﬁcantly fast tracked genetic gain.
“We started using young genomic
bulls fairly soon after they became
available and we’ve been very happy
with the performance of their daughters in our herd. We are always careful to use a team to spread the risk,
but we have had very few disappointments,” he said.
He said there were always plenty of
high BPI young genomic bulls, priced
at less than $20 a straw, and as a herd
recorder, he bought plenty of straws
from top quality bulls for as little as
$12.

Russ McMillan has cut 30 per cent from
his breeding budget this season but he
is conﬁdent it won’t have any impact on
the rate of genec gain in his herd.
This has cut the semen costs considerably over the years. In good
seasons, he puts the savings towards
limited quantities of sexed semen
and ﬂushing one or two elite cows,
although that is a low priority this
season.
For breeding purposes, Mr McMillan breaks the herd into three groups,
based on BPI. Most of the younger females have a BPI based on genomics
and the mature cows from herd test
results.
The three groups are:
1: Elite cows (30-40 per cent of the
herd).
2: Super-elite cows for ﬂushing (two
to four cows or yearling heifers).
3: Rest of herd.
The elite cows are usually joined
with sexed semen, with the aim of
breeding replacements from the top
end of the herd. He uses a mix of
young genomic and proven bulls over
these cows.
“Basically, the elite cows get the
pick of the sires in the semen tank. I
choose on the basis of BPI and priority traits, not on the cost of the straw.”
Depending on seasonal conditions,
he selects one or two cows for ﬂushing and the highest genomic tested
heifers.
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These are usually joined to a young
genomic bull, with either conventional or sexed semen.
The rest of the herd is inseminated
with whatever is left over in the tank.
Over the past couple of years, Mr
McMillan has increased the number
of straws from young genomic bulls
which he estimates is now up to about
90 per cent.
“For the very young genomic bulls,
I usually buy a smaller quantity of
straws initially.
“The following year, if I like the look
of his calves on the ground I’ll order
him in bigger quantities.
“This means that by the time a bull
is proven we are already milking at
least two crops of his daughters,” he
said.
Although his main breeding criteria
is BPI, he said he has plenty of choice
of reasonably priced sires. Of his
cows born in 2013, 98 per cent were
bred from the Good Bulls Guide or
progeny test.
“I like a balanced bull but ultimately
he needs to pay his way so I generally buy sires that are above 250 for
BPI. Within that group I look at their
breeding values for protein, type and
daughter fertility.”

Budget trimmers
Mr McMillan has identiﬁed several
ways to further trim herd improvement costs this season.
The ﬂushing program is on hold for
now and if it does go ahead it will be
on a smaller scale than usual.
He has also made a temporary
switch from monthly herd testing to
bi-monthly.
“We need that information to make
important decisions,” he said.
“I’m very conscious that I’ll be living with the consequences of this
season’s breeding decisions for many
years, so it’s important they are informed decisions.”
He will be conservative with the
number of straws he orders, using
left-over straws from the previous
joining and placing top-up orders as
needed.
Mr McMillan has cut the elite
herd back from 40 per cent to 25 per
cent and ordered fewer straws from

SNIPPETS AND TITBITS

Dairy cow photo, ugly business

Key points

By Sherri Jacques*
✔ Can heal over ﬁve to seven days
✔ Liver can be damaged
✔ Burn from the inside to the
outside

E

SSENTIALLY a cow with Photosensitisation (Photo) is having
her skin burnt from the inside
layer to the outside layer.
Photoreactive compounds that absorb energy from the sun through the
skin, react and then re-emit that energy, causing tissue damage and burns.
Primary photosensitivity is caused
directly by a photoreactive compound
that has been eaten or injected? Yes,
some drugs are photoreactive.
Avoiding the cause and avoiding
sunlight will limit the damage. Causes
of this type of photo include St Johns
wort, parsley grass and buckwheat.
There is a very rare inherited form
(Bovine Erythropoetic Porphyria)
due to a defect in the metabolism of
red blood cells which causes primary
photo. This shows other signs not
seen with the normal photo diseases
including anaemia, pink or red teeth
and red or brown urine.
Secondary photo is caused because
of liver damage.
Normally the gut absorbs chlorophyll from the gut and breaks it down
into a compound called phylloerythrin.
Phylloerythrin is photoreactive and
is normally absorbed from the gut by
the liver preventing it from circulating
proven bulls and more from young
genomic bulls.
He is still weighing up the costs and
beneﬁts of sexed semen in the current
conditions. Although sexed semen
straws are more expensive he’s conﬁdent in the returns.
For more information, contact
Michelle Axford, ADHIS Extension
and Education Manager, ph 0427 573
330 email maxford@adhis.com.au or
www.adhis.com.au

in the blood stream.
When the liver is damaged various
amounts of phylloerythrin are left to
circulate and react with the sun.
The extent of the damage will depend on how much chlorophyll (green
plants) is being eaten, how damaged
the liver is, how white the cow is and
how much access to sunlight she has.
Causes of this type of photo include
the Pithymyces chartarum toxin,
sporidesmin (a fungus that is in its
highest concentrations closer to the
ground and likes warm and moist
weather patterns), blue green algae
and Pattersons Curse.
Non-pigmented skin, particularly
in areas with less hair, allows more
sunlight through. Coloured skin is
protected and is only occasionally involved – it is generally the white areas
of the cow that are affected.
Like all burns the skin becomes red
and swollen before becoming oozy,
scabby and then dying and stripping
off (necrosis).
Photo is itchy at the start when the
skin is just reddened and then very
painful as it starts to react and swell.
It remains painful until the skin is
dead (i.e. the early stages are more
painful than the later healing stages).
The thick, dry, dead, affected skin
peels off and looks very ugly, although
this stage is generally not as painful
and it always amazes me how well,
these sometimes large areas, heal.
They generally heal over ﬁve to
seven days.
Treatment is aimed at:
• Relieving pain – antihistamines
and/or anti-inﬂammatories.
• Liver failure can be harder to
treat especially if the cause of the
liver problem is not identiﬁed and
removed. Your vet may need to take
some samples to conﬁrm the extent of
liver damage.
• Treating any secondary skin infec-

tions either topically with disinfectants or systemically with antibiotics.
• Watching for ﬂystrike and mastitis
(affected udders are sore to milk).
• Removing access to suspect
plants or sporidesmin – different pasture and longer pastures.
• Less green feed (feed hay) to decrease the amount of chlorophyll the
body has to process.
• Limiting the ability of the sun to
continue to cause the burn by:
– Keeping inside with grazing only
at night.
– Providing access to shade – although protected windbreak paddocks often seem to have higher sporidesmin counts.
– Using sun-block especially on
damaged udders – monitor udder-affected cows for mastitis closely
– Lightweight rugs can cover very
white cows but tend not to cover the
face and udder. Be careful not to overheat cows with this method.
Remember that it is worth a vet
check to determine whether liver
damage is involved particularly if several cows are affected.
Check with your vet before giving
any injections or treatments to a photo cow as there are many treatments
that should be avoided as they are
photoreactive as well, usually only
mildly but no need to add fuel to the
ﬁre, or due to the need for liver metabolism to clear the compound from
the cow.
Until next time, good milking!
D
*Sherri Jacques is a practising veterinarian and reproduction adviser in the
West Gippsland region of Victoria.
All comments and information discussed in this article are intended to be
of a general nature only.
Please consult your veterinarian for
herd health advice, protocols and/
or treatments that are tailored to your
herd’s particular needs.

ADHIS ps for controlling costs
• Use bulls from the Good Bulls Guide.
The top 100 bulls range in price from $10
to $85 so there are Good Bulls for every
budget. Look for packages containing
Good Bulls.
• Keep using AI. Herd bulls are not a
cheaper opon and daughters produce
52kg less fat and protein per year on
average.

• Keep herd recording. It’s the tool to
help you make beer decisions.
• Use enough semen. Allow about six
straws of convenonal semen for every
replacement needed in three years’
me.
For details, refer to ADHIS fact sheet:
Controlling herd improvement and AI
costs, available on www.adhis.com.au
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Discussion groups proving valuable
✔ Groups drive the direcon of the
discussion
✔ Helping farmers beer understand
their business
✔ Sorng out the ‘bale plan’

D

AIRY discussion groups are
proving to be important forums
in which farmers can talk about
on-farm issues, network with other
farmers and keep up with local news.
In the Murray Dairy region the Central Dairy Business Network group
has been operating for three years.
Led by dairy consultant Tom Farran
the group meets once a month with a
focus on farm business management.
Group members drive the discussion and pay to be a part of it, while
Murray Dairy Discussion Group Support and Tactics for Tight Times funding contributes to the group’s operations. In addition, members seek
ﬁnancial support from sponsors.
Currently the group focus is on
farmers knowing the cost of production, the strengths and weaknesses
of individual businesses and forward
planning.
Group chair Scott Fitzgerald said
the biggest beneﬁt of being involved
was learning from other farmers and
implementing aspects of other businesses to improve proﬁtability.
“When we benchmark our businesses against each other at the end
of each ﬁnancial year, it helps us understand our businesses and budgets better rather than just having an
‘idea’,” Mr Fitzgerald said.
“It has opened our eyes to the fact
that we are better off spending time in
the ofﬁce or with the group and getting an employee to take care of the
daily jobs. That way you can sort out
a ‘battle plan’ for the months ahead.”

What acvies have helped to
prepare for current challenges?
Mr Fitzgerald said when the ﬁrst milk
price crash occurred the group used
one farm’s budget as a case study and
looked at different scenarios to determine the most proﬁtable option/setup for the year, such as running more
or fewer cows.

‘Going into this season it
gave us conﬁdence that
we might only have to
tweak a few areas...’
An annual analysis/benchmarking of all the farmers’ businesses occurred in August, with numbers entered into DairyBase.
“This helped us learn what our
break-even price for the last three
years had been,” he said.
“Going into this season it gave us
conﬁdence that we might only have
to tweak a few areas a bit harder than
normal.”
Mr Farran also ran a session covering the seasonal outlook, including inﬂows for Eildon and milk price trends.
The group has used Tactics for
Tight Times resources and the importance of keeping in touch with friends
outside the dairy industry to give
farmers a break has been reinforced
by Mr Farran.

How the group operates
Meetings are hosted on-farm by group
members and focus on an issue facing
the farm or several group members
and run for about four hours. The
group includes service providers including a vet, water trader, accountant, banking professional and feed
nutritionist.

What happens at a meeng
Mr Fitzgerald said farmers talk
through issues to help them make better decisions on-farm.
For example, earlier this year the
group wanted to address the best way
of securing water for what was potentially another dry year.
“The options were to take a threeyear lease or borrow money and buy
water to carry it over for the next
year,” he said.
“The worry about leasing the water
was you wear the entitlement risk.
“If you lease water for $180 plus
charges and then only get 80 per cent
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allocation (for example), it is expensive per mega litre – we saw it go up
to the $250/ML mark last season.
“We had our sponsors/service providers on hand to dissect the situation. This helped the group understand what it would cost per mega
litre at 80 per cent allocation if leasing
water, compared with borrowing money at low interest rates, which would
not lock you in for three years.
“I went in that day not knowing
what we would do.
“The next day I implemented a plan
to borrow money for carry-over water.
“As the season unfolds the settings
have changed again, which the group
will discuss and take into account.
“At the moment we’re working
through a very wet spring which has
caused challenges in the paddocks
and with hay and silage, but has put
water in the catchments and driven
the price for temporary water down.”

What tools/resources
does the group use?
Group members share information
and benchmark against themselves.
Mr Farran enters the data into DairyBase on behalf of the farmers.
Mr Fitzgerald said it was useful to
use Dairy Base so they could compare
with each other off the same platform.

Why is this discussion
group successful?
Mr Fitzgerald said a strong foundation
of trust has evolved over time, and
group members call on each other to
discuss issues at times.
“We also have a fairly young group
so there’s an element of competitiveness.
“You build off everyone’s enthusiasm and you ﬁnd the day after a meeting you go home and adopt those ‘one
percenters’ others use.”

Dairy Australia support
Funding support for existing and
new discussion groups is available
from Dairy Australia.
D
For information contact your Regional Development Program – contact details are on page 90.

A shed load of helpful tools online

A

S we approach summer, how’s
planning tracking on your farm
for the warmer months ahead?
While supplementary feed and fertiliser costs are relatively low, cash ﬂow
could be tighter as we move out of the
spring ﬂush, so you need to maximise
the beneﬁts of the feed you grow.
To help you navigate through the
summer season, don’t forget the Tactics for Tight Times website – tftt.dairyaustralia.com.au
Plenty of resources, check lists, videos and practical advice are available,
whether it is planning for feed requirements, budgeting or maximising
production.
Tools and tips of particular focus at
this time of year include:
• VIDEO: The University of Mel-

bourne’s Professor Richard Eckard
(Agriculture and Food Systems)
four-part video series on maximising the beneﬁts of nitrogen fertiliser
application.
• TOOLS: The Dairy Cash Management Planner can assist planning and
monitoring of cashﬂow in your busi-

ness. There is also the Dairy Australia
feed-budgeting tool.
• FACT SHEETS: There are several
factsheets to help you maximise value from home-grown and purchased
feed including ‘Managing the Spring
Surplus’ and ‘Planning Your Feeding
Program’.
• VIDEO: Dairy farmers Jarrod
Meade and Mick Myers discussing the
beneﬁts of Taking Stock.
Download or view these resources
and information at tftt.dairyaustralia.com.au. Your Regional Development Program (RDP) may also have
hard copies of factsheets and resources available.
RDP contact details can be found
inside the back cover of this edition
of The Australian Dairyfarmer.

Dairy farmers enthusiasc about Taking Stock sessions

D

AIRY farmers have been lining up to
take advantage of Dairy Australia’s
oﬀer of free one-on-one Taking Stock sessions with experienced dairy advisors.
To date more than 700 dairy farmers
in Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and
southern NSW have registered for the
three-to-four hour sessions during which
a farming family and an advisor analyse
the business, look for opons and create
an acon plan over the kitchen table.
Tasmanian dairy farmer Wayne Hansen
undertook the program in August aer
ﬁnishing his budgets for the coming ﬁnancial year.
He said he decided to do the program
to get independent advice about his
budget decisions.
“For me it was about having someone
other than myself look at our budgets
and plans for the year to make sure our
decisions were the right ones,” he said.
A preliminary survey of a sample of
parcipang farmers has indicated high
levels of sasfacon with Taking Stock
and the delivery of the program through
Dairy Australia’s Regional Development
Programs (RDPs).
Mr Hansen said the visit by a consultant and the resultant acon plan gave
him peace of mind that he was heading

‘The strength of Taking
Stock is that it is
based on a one-to-one
conversaon with a
trusted, skilled advisor.’
in the right direcon during a parcularly
turbulent me for the dairy industry.
Mr Hansen said he would encourage
other farmers to undertake the program.
Dairy Australia’s Farm Producvity,
People and Capability group manager
Chris Murphy said the oﬀer of free oneon-one assistance through the Taking
Stock program was in response to farmer
requests.
“The strength of Taking Stock is that
it is based on a one-to-one conversaon
with a trusted, skilled advisor,” Mr Murphy said.
“It gives the opportunity to take me
out from the business for three or four
hours and have a meaningful discussion
about the current situaon and plan for
the future.”
The type of analysis that Taking Stock
oﬀers includes:
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• Understanding and managing your
budget;
• Idenfying cost-saving opons;
• Calculang pasture consumpon;
• Managing debt and your balance
sheet;
• Working with the people in your
business;
• Understanding addional support
services that can be accessed, including
counselling and health services;
• Creang an acon plan.
Taking Stock is available at no cost to all
dairy farmers in the GippsDairy, Murray
Dairy, WestVic Dairy, DairySA, DairyTas
and Dairy NSW regions.
It is delivered as part of Dairy Australia’s ‘Taccs’ campaign and is proudly
supported by the Gardiner Foundaon,
the Australian Government, the South
Australian Government, the Tasmanian
Government and major dairy processors.
If you are interested in more informaon or taking up the oﬀer of assistance
through the Taking Stock program call
your local Regional Development Program to discuss.
Contact details can be found at: www.
.dairyaustralia.com.au and inside the
back cover of this edion of The Australian Dairyfarmer.

Case study: Dehne and Sarah Vinnicombe
What is your feed production system?
Our feedbase is made up of annuals,
whole crop silage, quality vetch and
lucerne hay.
We direct graze lucerne and annuals which makes up about 45 per cent
of feed needs. The rest is cut and carried and fed out on our feed pad.
We have a relatively low stocking
rate of 1.7 cows/ha.
The pad is a gravel base with concrete troughs and is usually in operation March to August and from November to February.
The cows are on it part of the day,
depending on available pasture, and
other factors such as heat stress.
We aim for a high level of self-sufﬁciency. We spread risk and increase
water use efﬁciency by growing a variety of forage types. We grow our own
wheat and barley and have a disc mill
and grain storage to support this.
We use water strategically, depending on climate and price conditions.
For example we might pre-water
winter crops and ﬁnish them as needed, as well as keep our summer crops,
lucerne and annuals going.
We aim for best practice across
what we do, including focusing on
correct grazing management and applying nitrogen to optimise growth.
Last year we grew 1.7 tonnes of dry
matter per ML of irrigation water applied and we used 1.7 ML/ha. This is a
little lower than usual due to last season’s high water price which meant
we irrigated less. The year before we
grew 2.2 tDM/ML of irrigation water
applied and applied 2.2 ML/ha. This is
an average across all our forage types
over the year. We aim to achieve that
again this year.
We do a lot of our own forage conservation and own 90 per cent of our
hay gear. We do our own seeding and
lasering and get contractors in for silage and grain harvest.
Economies of scale is really important to make this work and we weigh
up each investment in gear against
how much it would cost us to contract against the total value of what
we are making.

Farm Details
Dairy region

Miamo,
Murray Dairy
region

Milking area

253 hectares

Herd numbers

440 cows – dry
& lactang

Milk producon
(kg milk solids)

253,200

Milk producon
(kg milk solids/
cow)

633

Dehne and Sarah Vinnicombe are aiming
for a high level of self-suﬃciency and
spread of risk.

Home grown
feed (tonnes/dry
maer/milking ha)

1.7-2.2

What are you doing differently
this year to optimise your system?
One of our key priorities to manage
feed is to conserve as much surplus
as possible, carry over hay, grain, silage and even water from season to
season so we can draw back down on
it when times are tight.
We have silage bunkers to allow us
to do this. They hold 1,200 dry tonne
of silage.
We have fed out more than expected over the wet winter but we had
it on hand. This is important as we
don’t want to be forced into the market at the same time as everyone else.
Sometimes we forward-buy feed if it’s
good quality and a good price, and we
put that in the feed bank.
But most of the feed we carry forward is what we’ve grown, as it’s our
cheapest source.
Our average home grown feed
costs are usually around $107/t. This
is spread across a mix of high value
summer crops and lucerne as well as
winter cereals and our grazed annuals
to make sure we get return on investment for our water, and so we have
a well-balanced diet to sustain high
milk production.
The costs went up to $176/t last
year, but it was still cost effective.
This year we focused on preserving
our paddocks as much as we could
over winter to make sure we could
minimise damage and optimise spring

Purchased feed (t
DM/cow)

Concentrate
Hay/silage
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growth. Our feedpad got a good work
out and mostly handled the conditions. We have been lucky that we’ve
had some other hard dry areas.
Overall we’ve lost some opportunity in grazing management but preserved paddocks and soils so we can
drive it in spring. This means we are
reducing our need to go out to the
feed market later on.
We try to maintain that so we preserve our productive capacity.
Where possible we look to cut back
on things that don’t have as much
long term impact, so we weigh up
each cost with this in mind.
Who else have you involved in
helping formulate/implement your
feedbase plan for this year?
We use a spray agronomist and do
a lot of soil testing with Bridgewater
Farm Supply.
We have a nutrient program which
we adjust if soil tests and conditions
suggest otherwise.
We have used a lot of trial and error,
and we try to get information from the
best person we can ﬁnd for the particular topic or issue we are looking at.
We look for something new and
people who challenge us. This leads
to a whole range of people from different backgrounds and with different
ideas from whom to get advice.
D
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New feedbase resources now available

S

PRING grazing management and
silage are currently top of mind
for dairy farmers and Dairy Australia has released two new resources to help in the decision-making
process.
The resources – Ryegrass – spring
grazing management paddock guide
and Quality pasture silage, ﬁve easy
steps – offer simple and straight-forward guidance to assist farmers in
making proﬁtable daily and seasonal
decisions.
Dairy Australia program development manager Cath Lescun said
at this time of year optimising the
amount of pasture grown, eaten and
conserved is key.
‘With the milk price challenges
farm businesses are facing at the moment, understanding the principles of
grazing management are very important and impact on annual dry matter
production and pasture quality,” Ms
Lescun said.
“Spring grazing management decisions also have a crucial impact on
the amount and quality of pasture
grown later in the season.
“The guide covers ryegrass identiﬁcation, identifying growth stage based
on leaf appearance, pre and post
grazing measures and tools to assist
in using this information and getting
a good balance between pasture and
animal performance.”
Ms Lescun said the silage guide
complemented the spring grazing
management resource.
“We know pasture silage is an important source of supplementary feed
and the better the silage quality the
better the cow performance.”
Western Victorian dairy farmer
Harper Kilpartick said the guides were

These handy resources are now available.
easy-to-read and contained important
information for all farm staff to review
at the start of the season.
Tasmanian-based dairy farm manager Wolﬁe Wagner said the guides
were great for staff to have on the
dashboard in the ute or in the dairy
to refer to.
“When it comes to spring grazing
management we always need to go
back to basics and review the principles,” Mr Wagner said.
“We have people coming in and out
of the industry so it’s great to have
things like this as a reminder and a
recap.”
The silage guide gives more detailed information about how to make
high quality silage including:
• Cut pastures early;

• Wilt quickly and harvest as soon
as possible;
• Compact forage as densely as
possible;
• Seal quickly and well to exclude
air;
• Repair holes immediately using
speciﬁc silage tape.
The Gardiner Dairy Foundation has
funded the production of both booklets as part of its response to the difﬁcult seasonal and market conditions.
D
Download electronic versions of
the guides at http://tftt.dairyaustralia.com.au/tips%20tools%20and%20
resources/tools%20and%20resources or contact your Regional Development Program for spiral-bound versions.

Insect survey – guiding future eﬀorts to develop soluons

I

NSECT pests are increasingly cosng
Australian dairy farmers me and money, but new research is underway to shed
greater light on the problem.
To date, the challenge has been the
variable nature of infestaon across
farms, regions, seasons, years and even
the types of insect pests changing from

year to year. This has made it diﬃcult for
farmers to determine the best approach,
making control a costly exercise.
The new research, supported by Dairy
Australia, aims to pinpoint the insects
damaging dairy pastures and lead to
more accurate methods to combat the
speciﬁc pests. To ensure the research is
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as detailed as possible in a bid to ﬁnd
the most appropriate cost-saving and
eﬃcient measures, dairy farmers across
Australia are encouraged to complete a
short, online survey.
The survey can be found at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/
AUInsects

West Gippsland dairy farmer Aubrey Pellet has been involved in trialling the new Forage Value Index.

Forage Value Index on the way

A

USTRALIAN dairy farmers will
soon be able to make more informed, proﬁtable decisions
when choosing the perennial ryegrass
to best suit their farming system and
forage needs.
Dairy Australia, in partnership with
Agriculture Victoria, Meat and Livestock Australia and the Australian
Seed Federation, is developing a Forage Value Index (FVI) for farmers.
The FVI is an independently-analysed, industry-endorsed economic
index based on seasonal dry matter
production and aims to provide farmers with another tool to increase farm
proﬁtability.
It is expected to be available early
next year.
Dairy Australia program manager
feedbase and animal nutrition Richard Romano said there was currently
no independent method available to
assess the agronomic performance

of the 60-plus cultivars of perennial
ryegrass commercially available in
Australia.
“With little independent information on the traits and capabilities of
these existing cultivars, farmers tend
to stick with what they know and
have used, which can result in lost
production opportunity and reduced
incentive to invest in new pasture cultivars,” Mr Romano said.
“The Forage Value Index scores are
calculated by multiplying the seasonal
yields of each cultivar (as determined
by experimental trial data) with the
economic value (as determined by
case study farms in different dairying
regions).”
Economic values are the change in

operating proﬁt for every kilogram of
dry matter increase.
The economic value varies with the
season, for example, pasture grown
on farm is worth more in winter than
spring.
The economic values for the increased dry matter yields ranged
from $0.15 - $0.37 per kilogram of extra dry matter.
To be included in the Forage Value
Index, each cultivar must have seasonal yield data from at least three,
three-year trials using strict experimental protocols.
All trial data is analysed by an accredited statistician and reviewed by
a Technical Advisory Committee.
The Australian FVI will closely resemble the appearance and functionality of the New Zealand FVI.
D
For more information contact
Richard Romano at rromano@dairyaustralia.com.au
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